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Fireflies (Lampyridae family) are bioluminescent beetles and members of the holometabolous
clade. Like all holometabola, fireflies interact with their environment during two stages: larva
and adult. Adults depend on their visual system for various behaviors but of particular note, they
use their eyes for conspecific communication via the detection of bioluminescent flash patterns.
This behavior is mediated by the visual organs of adults, the compound eyes (CEs). Compound
eyes develop during pupation, a metamorphic stage that transforms the larval insect into the
adult. Prior to pupation, fireflies exist as larvae with distinct visual organs, the stemmata. Unlike
adults, stemmata structure and function is unknown in firefly larvae. I studied firefly stemmata,
Photuris genus, with the aim of understanding their ecological utility by identifying structural
and functional features of the eye. As a first step toward this goal, I used light and electron
microscopy to characterize the architecture of firefly stemmata. I concluded that Photuris eyes
were a type of fusion-stemmata, evidenced by a bi-lobed organization. Each eye contained 88
photoreceptors that contributed dense interlocking microvilli forming a fused rhabdom within
each lobe. In the next section, I tested whether stemmata regulated photo-dependent activity in
light abundant and light poor conditions. I found that larvae were more active during nocturnal
conditions, but unexpectedly, these behavioral patterns were not sufficiently explained by
stemmata. Upon excision of the optic nerve, larvae maintained their activity preference to dark
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conditions, but this behavior was abolished upon removal of their head, which suggested an
extraocular mechanism. In the final section, I demonstrated that stemmata were most sensitive to
light in the blue and green part of the visible spectrum. Furthermore, using a chromatic
adaptation assay, I showed that stemmata photoreceptors were consistent with having more than
one spectrally distinct opsin. While a specific behavioral role for the larval eyes remain
inconclusive, the macro- and ultrastructural results suggested the eyes have more sophisticated
attributes than a simple light detector. This work has provided the framework upon which
specific structure to function questions can be explored to advance our understanding of the
Photuris firefly larval visual system.
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Chapter 1 Evolutionary Perspective on Eyes and Insect Visual
Systems
Fireflies (Coleoptera Lampyridae) are holometabolous polyphagous beetles. As such they
experience two life stages with distinctly different visual systems; larva and adult. As adults,
fireflies have superposition compound eyes that are implicated in many different functions, but
are best known for the reception and processing of conspecific flash signals during courtship
(Carlson and Copeland 1985a). As larvae, fireflies have two simple eyes, i.e., single lensed eyes,
known as stemmata. Unlike adults, firefly stemmata have not been well studied and their visual
systems have not been implicated in any known behavioral role. The impetus for this work was
to investigate the structure to function relationship of firefly stemmata in the Photuris genus to
understand the ecological role vision plays in the immature firefly. In this introduction, I present
a brief overview of the evolution of eyes within the animal kingdom with a focus on the diversity
of visual system structure and function in insects.

Overview of eye evolution
Eyes have a rich evolutionary history over which two general forms of visual organs have
evolved. Simple eyes, which contain a single lens and a concave retina and compound eyes,
composed of multiple lenses and a convex retina (Goldsmith 1990).
Independent of the eye design, all eyes share the fundamental ability to detect photons.
This minimally requires two elements: a visual cell (photoreceptor) and a light absorbing
compound (opsin photopigment). These are the elements of the primitive eyes1 known as ‘eye
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I use the term ‘eyes’ loosely, many definitions of eyes require that the visual organ contains a lens. See Strausfeld
(2016) for a definition of eyes
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spots.’ Eye spots were designed to detect light intensity to discriminate between dark and light
environments (Land and Fernald 1992). A notable adaptation within primitive eyes are the
‘pinhole’ eyes in ancient cephalopods. The low-resolution pinhole eye developed screening
pigments which formed an eye cup surrounding the photoreceptors (Colicchia 2006). Screening
pigments enabled the organism to discriminate between light coming from different directions,
which is responsible for driving certain phototactic responses. Eye spots and pinholes represent
what Land referred to as the ‘first phase’ of eye evolution (Land and Fernald 1992).
As animals evolved, they developed an increased reliance on the visual system. Spectral
sensitivity, polarization detection, spatial resolution, visual acuity and image formation became
some of the critical optical challenges posed to visual organs. Eyes began to increase in structural
complexity to meet these challenges and accomplish more demanding visual behaviors. This
precipitated a need for a lens which was absent in the first phase of eye evolution. Development
of lens-bearing eyes marked the ‘second phase’ of eye evolution, which includes modern visual
systems.
As new visual capabilities were acquired these were added to existing functions resulting
in a gradual increase in their functional complexity. As the eye’s began to capture and relay more
information about the external environment, the nervous system had to accommodate and
process this new information. Thus, visual structures co-developed with the visual nervous
system.

Insect eye diversity
Insects are an exemplary model of diversity. With around 1 million species identified
(Price et al. 2011; Stork 2018), insects represent the largest group of organisms in the animal
kingdom, comprising more than half of the planet’s known species (Gaston 1991). Ecological
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niche is one important factor that is attributed to driving the diversity among insects (Mayhew
2007). Throughout their evolution, insects have occupied and survived a staggering range of
environments, making them highly ‘plastic’. Plasticity, in this context, is defined as a “complex,
evolved response to deal with important environmental changes, allowing organisms to maintain
high fitness in the face of environmental variability,” (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998). However,
recent work has challenged the idea that environmental pressures alone, sufficiently explain the
hyper-diversification among insects (Rainford et al. 2014). Rainford et al., conducted a complete
phylogenetic and molecular study across insects at the family level and their results supported
the hypothesis that a complete metamorphosis was also a critical event that gave rise to insect
heterogeneity. Thus, metamorphosis and ecological niche have contributed to widespread
behaviors made possible by underlying structural and functional adaptations.
Insect eyes and their associated visual systems reflect the diversity inherent to insects
(Buschbeck and Friedrich 2008). The eyes of insects drive many behaviors including, navigation,
foraging, predation, communication and aspects of learning (Hassell and Southwood 1978;
Wehner et al. 1996; Collett and Collett 2002; Stanger-Hall and Lloyd 2015). Facilitating these
behaviors are a duo of visual organs found throughout insects: compound eyes and stemmata.
Both forms of eyes differ in their evolutionary histories, which are intimately linked to insect
metamorphosis.

Metamorphosis in the context of insect visual organs
Insects are separable into two groups based on their development: hemimetabolous and
holometabolous.
Hemimetabola, are characterized by a direct development (i.e., incomplete
metamorphosis), progressing through three different stages; embryo, nymph and adult (Truman
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and Riddiford 1999). A hallmark of direct development is that juvenile insects resemble smaller
versions of the adult form. Through multiple molting phases of the nymph portion of the life
cycle, the juvenile insect undergoes growth of pre-existing adult features. This can be seen in the
growth of their compound eyes. Upon emergence from the embryo, hemimetabolous insects have
two compound eyes, each containing few ommatidia. As the juvenile progresses through each
nymphal molting phase, the compound eye gains additional, newly formed, ommatidia (Sherk
1978; Dong and Friedrich 2005; Takagi et al. 2012; Ohuchi et al. 2017). This process continues
with each molt until the insect reaches adulthood, where the adult compound eye is fully formed
(see schematic 1, Top-blue arrows).

Fig. 1.1 Two methods of compound eye development in insects. Top: Hemimetabolous development progresses
through successive molting phases where small compound eyes grow into adult compound eyes through the
acquisition of additional ommatidia. Bottom: Holometabolous development begins when cells destined to produce
ommatidia in the egg stage separate and form stemmata. Stemmata remain, without growth, for the entire larval life.
Larvae enter a pupation stage where the transformation into the adult begins. During pupation the adult compound
eye is developed. The black ‘X’ signifies that pupation is a distinct stage, not a continuous growth stage like
molting. A single ommatidium is represented as a single hexagon outlined in black.

Approximately 300-390 million years ago (mya), a second group of insects evolved from
hemimetabolous ancestry, the holometabolous insects (Wiegmann et al. 2009; Rehm et al. 2011;
Wheat and Wahlberg 2013). Insect diversity is largely attributed to the advent of holometabolous
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insects, who are the most diverse and successful groups of organisms, comprising greater than
80% of all known insects (Kristensen 1999a; Grimaldi et al. 2005).
The hallmark of holometabolous insects is a true (i.e., complete) metamorphosis (for a
review of metamorphosis see, (Tissot and Stocker 2000)). Unlike their hemimetabolous
ancestors, holometabolous insects employ an indirect developmental paradigm containing a
discreet larval and pupal phase. Larvae progress through instars, periods between molting
phases, where the animal grows in length and girth while retaining larval characteristics. The
number of instars and their conspicuousness are highly variable across insect orders and are often
undetectable from molt to molt (Esperk et al. 2007).
It is within the larval stage of holometabolous insects that the second major type of insect
eye, the stemmata, are formed. Unlike the systematic growth of the compound eyes in
hemimetabola, stemmata do not change in size or appearance during the instars of larval life. The
stemmata and the entire larval visual circuit degenerates during the last stages of the larval phase
as the insect prepares for pupation (see schematic 1, Bottom-red arrows).
During the pupal phase, previously quiescent progenitor cell populations, imaginal discs,
begin differentiation to create adult tissues (Nijhout et al. 2014). Adults emerge from their pupal
form structurally and functionally distinct from their larval form. This includes a dramatic
change in the structure and function of their visual system. Whereas larvae have single lensed
stemmata, the adults have multi-facetted compound eyes along with the emergence of newly
formed neuronal circuitry.

Compound eyes, the ancestor of stemmata
The evolution of a true metamorphosis in holometabola described in the pronymph
hypothesis, dovetails with the origin of larval stemmata. The prevailing hypothesis is that
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stemmata were derived from the compound eye of hemimetabolous ancestors. This notion, as
acknowledged by others, was first proposed by Paulus and his observation of scorpion fly larval
eyes (Paulus 1972). Scorpion flies (order: Mecoptera) of the family Panorpidae have compound
eyes as larvae (Steiner 1930). These compound eyes are restricted to the larval stage because
they degenerate and give way to newly formed adult compound eyes during pupation (Melzer et
al. 1994a). Paulus argues that scorpion flies are a basal holometabolous lineage that provides
direct evidence for a bridge between compound eyes and the development of stemmata.
This idea has since been supported by a variety of disparate studies. The first showed that
stemmata bear structural resemblance to individual ommatidial units (Melzer and Paulus 1989).
This observation was confirmed throughout multiple holometabolous insect orders (Buschbeck
and Friedrich 2008). In 2004, glass (gl) a zinc finger transcription factor was identified in both
the developing larval stemmata and compound eye of the flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum)
(Liu and Friedrich 2004a). Using the gl protein as a marker for photoreceptor differentiation, Liu
and Friedrich, identified that larval photoreceptors developed from a region of embryonic tissue
that formed the adult visual system. This suggested mechanisms with mutual similarity existed
between stemmata and the compound eyes. More recently, ultrastructural studies of the larval
compound eyes of the scorpion fly (Panorpa dubia) revealed homology to developing
hemimetabolous compound eyes (Chen et al. 2012). This final piece provided the morphological
support for the initial hypothesis proposed by Paulus, that the CEs in Mecoptera larvae are likely
the evolutionary segue between hemimetabolous compound eyes and the emergence of larval
stemmata.
Compound eyes long predate the evolutionary origin of insects with historical ties to the
early Cambrian period, ~540 mya (Strausfeld et al. 2016). Fossil remains from Trilobites, a now
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extinct marine subphyla of Arthropods, revealed an internal sensory structure of their compound
eye that is consistent with extant taxa; bees and dragonflies (Schoenemann et al. 2017).
Phylogenetic analysis nests insects within the crustacean clade, another Arthropod subphyla, an
evolutionary divergence that happened approximately 420 mya (Tamone and Harrison 2015).
These primitive insects inherited the compound eye from their crustacean ancestors.
Throughout their ~420 million-year history, only two different subtypes of CEs are
known: apposition and superposition. This is not to say CEs are devoid of structural and
functional variance at a neural level to facilitate diverse behavior, but rather, at the macro level,
CEs are binned into two distinct groups. These eye types were recognized and given these terms
by Exner in the late 19th century (Exner 1891).
Externally, these eyes look similar and they share many common features. Both eyes are
made of many hexagonal facets packed together forming a single eye. These repeating individual
facets were given the term ommatidium (Kingsley 1886). The core elements contained within
each ommatidial unit, are conserved across all orders of Insecta: two primary pigment cells, four
cone cells and eight photoreceptors (Melzer et al. 1997a; Paulus 2000a; Harzsch et al. 2005b;
Nilsson and Kelber 2007a). Conservation of these elements extend all the way back to their
pancrustacean ancestors (Grimaldi et al. 2005). In each case, light enters through the lens of
individual ommatidia and is focused within optical light guides, insect rhabdoms. Rhabdoms are
composed of individual rhabdomeres which are contributed by neighboring photoreceptor cells.
Each rhabdomere contains a multi-membranous network of microvilli. Within microvilli are light
sensitive visual photopigments that commence the biochemical phototransduction pathways
upon photon absorption.

7

Stemmata
Stemmata structure
While compound eyes have adapted functional specializations that drive ecological
behaviors, they do so within a conserved and fixed cellular framework. Every compound eye is
composed of ommatidia and each ommatidium (singular of ommatidia) contains the same core
cellular elements (8 photoreceptors, 4 cone cells and 2 primary pigment cells). Stemmata are
different. As simple eyes, stemmata have a single lens and the eyes are positioned on the lateral
surface of the larval head. Unlike compound eyes, stemmata have substantial variations in their
structure, both externally and internally. Externally, stemmata vary in number, between 1-7,
across holometabolous orders 2. Internally, stemmata are not composed of the same core
elements found in compound eyes. Substantial variation in optical properties, photoreceptor
quantity and presence of underlying optic neuropils exists throughout stemmatal systems.
Externally, insects have different numbers of stemmata. Some larvae have only a single
stemma (singular of stemmata) on each side of their head. This is particularly common with bee
larvae (Hymenoptera) (Paulus 1986). Other larvae can have up to 7 stemmata positioned on the
lateral surface of the larval head. Raphidioptera (snakeflies) and Trichoptera (caddisflies) are the
only two orders with multiple species containing the maximum number of 7 stemmata on each
side of the head. Coleoptera (beetles) and Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies) commonly have 6
stemma, while Diptera (true flies) commonly have 5 stemma. These numbers represent the
pleisomorphic (ancestral) number of stemmata based on phylogenetic analysis, a complete guide
to holometabolous orders and their ancestral eye number is provided by Paulus (Table 1, 1986).

2

One is the simplest case for larvae that have stemmata. There are insects that do not have stemmata as larvae and
go on to develop compound eyes during pupation.
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While the ancestral number of stemmata is applied to describe related insect taxa, it does
not represent all cases. For instance, many beetles contain stemmata that do not conform to the
pleisomorphic designation. Examples of this are found in nearly every order of holometabola. To
understand this, requires further examination of the evolution of stemmata.
Previously, I provided evidence for the hypothesis that stemmata are derived from the
compound eyes of adult insects (see metamorphosis section). Paulus, further pinpoints the
evolution of stemmata to individual ommatidia of the compound eye. Here, he postulated that the
compound eye disintegrated producing isolated ommatidia, some of which were retained and
altered to become the stemmata of holometabolous larvae (Paulus 2000a). This process was
highly modified and different evolutionary pathways have produced markedly different results
within the development of stemmata. The mechanism of ommatidial isolation producing nonuniform numbers of stemmata among insect orders is not known. However, the process proceeds
under four different regimes: (i) modified ommatidia (ii) fusion stemmata (iii) double stemmata
(iv) expansion ommatidia.
Modified ommatidia
To date, the most common type of stemmatal cellular morphology resembles that of
ommatidia. As ommatidia become isolated during compound eye disintegration, remaining
ommatidia are retained as stemmata. As such, these stemmata contain many of the core elements
found in an ommatidium. The best example of this, is the compound eye stemmata of Panorpa3.
Additional examples are found throughout all holometabolous orders such as flies and moths.

3

The larval compound eyes of Panorpa are not the same as the compound eyes of adults. New compound eyes are
formed during pupation for adult scorpion flies. See section on ‘Metamorphosis.’
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Fusion stemmata
Neighboring ommatidia merge together, i.e., fuse, beneath a single lens thus combining
their cellular elements. E.g., two stemmata each with 8 photoreceptors fuse beneath a single lens
forming one stemma with 16 retinula cells.
Double stemmata
Isolated ommatidia experience a cellular duplication within which photoreceptor numbers
increase. The number of retinula cells within an ommatidia would double from the canonical 8 to
16. This duplication is very common in beetles, specifically within the superfamily, Elateroidea
(click beetles, fireflies and soldier beetles). In soldier beetles, genus Cantharis, the eyes have a
total of 96 photoreceptors (6 ancestral ommatidia: 8 photoreceptors double to 16 in each
ommatidia) (Paulus 2000a).
Expansion ommatidia
This strategy is used in sophisticated image forming stemmatal systems (e.g., antlions,
dobsonflies and tiger beetles) and focuses on the expansion of a single ommatidium (best
described by Buschbeck 2014). A staple of this evolutionary pathway is an increase in
photoreceptor number and a tiered retina (stacked rhabdomeres). This atypical structure is
presumed to be derived from a single ommatidial unit (Buschbeck 2014a) and not a fusion event
between neighboring ommatidia. A conserved characteristic among this eye type is that
individual photoreceptors have wide branching rhabdomeres, much larger than the limited
rhabdomeres of ommatidial like eyes.
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Within most holometabolous insect orders, any and all of these evolutionary pathways
are in effect. This gives rise to many specific stemmatal systems that are further optimized over
time by ecological niche and behavioral needs. This combination produces many stemmata with
a wide range of functional capabilities (Gilbert 1994a).
Stemmata function
Given the breadth of stemmata structure and the different habitats occupied by larvae, it
is not surprising that the function of stemmata is hyper-diverse. Stemmata function spans a wide
gap between the most basal behaviors, i.e., light detection, to the most sophisticated, i.e., spatial
resolution, motion detection and image formation. This is starkly contrasted to the high-level
visual function shared by all known compound eyes.
Low order visual functions in stemmata
The stemmata found in some Dipteran larvae are an example of visual organs that are
substantially reduced in structure and function from the adult ommatidium (Buschbeck and
Friedrich 2008). Ancestrally, stemmata in the Dipteran order were derived from five ommatidia
(Paulus 2000a), however larvae of the cyclorrhaphan (suborder of Diptera) have single
stemmata, known as Bolwig’s organ, on each side of their head. Composed of 12 photoreceptors
the primary visual function of the Bolwig organ is driving light dependent behaviors. These
Dipteran larvae, such as many Drosophila, have a potent avoidance of ambient light levels above
certain intensities mediated by their stemmata (Sprecher et al. 2011).
The red flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum) is another example of a single stemma system
that lacks many of the elements of ommatidia. The Tribolium stemma has two distinct groups of
photoreceptors (ventral and dorsal) beneath a single lens. Each group is composed of the fusion
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of adult ommatidia. The ventral cluster of retinula cells is composed of three ommatidia and the
dorsal cluster is made from two ommatidia (Liu and Friedrich 2004a). Thus, the single stemma is
formed from 5 total ommatidia, one less than the ancestral 6 ommatidia attributed to beetles.
While extensive work has been done to elucidate the evolutionary origins of stemmata using the
flour beetle, the visual capabilities of these larvae are unidentified.
High order visual functions in stemmata
Other stemmata are capable of high order visual function. Some of the most sophisticated
larval visual behaviors are mediated by the stemmata of Adephagous beetles. The tiger beetle,
Cicindela chinensis, has 6 stemmata on each side of its head. Two of these stemmata are
enlarged and their underlying photoreceptors project optic nerve afferents to distinct larval optic
neuropils (analogous to the lamina found in adult compound eye visual systems) (Toh and
Mizutani 1994a). These two enlarged stemmata and their underlying optic ganglion facilitate
predatory and escape response behaviors (Gilbert 1997). These beetles hide in burrows and
ambush small prey such as ants (Mizutani and Toh 1998). However, when larger insects
approach (presumed predators) the tiger beetle retreats into the burrow (Mizutani and Toh 1998).
This indicated that the visual system can differentiate prey vs. predator based on size, and the
animal can localize prey to complete their successful ‘jumping snap’ attack.
Another Adephagous beetle, Thermonectus marmoratus (diving beetle) has a bifocal
lensing system that projects on a two-tiered retina (Mandapaka et al. 2006a). Like the tiger
beetle, the diving beetle contains six stemmata, two of which are enlarged. The two enlarged
stemmata each have their own lens, one optimized for range vision the other optimized for near
vision. The specific function of this novel organization is unclear, but it is presumed these eyes
allow for depth detection of prey, facilitating aquatic hunting behaviors.
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Stemmata of the swallowtail butterflies, are optimized for color opponency (Ichikawa
1986). This visual system, composed of 6 stemmata contains three spectrally distinct opsins (UV,
blue and green). The output axons of photoreceptors project in a spectral specific manner to two
different underlying optic neuropils (green receptors project to the lamina and blue/UV receptors
project to the medulla) (Ichikawa and Tateda 1984). These different channels allows for color
vision and promote color opponency in butterfly larvae (Ichikawa 1990).
These examples highlight a conventional expectation of stemmata vision: higher visual
function is mediated in larvae with multiple stemmata. In the three examples given for higher
order visual capability, each visual system was composed of six stemmata. In these stemmata,
some were enlarged and had visual afferents that synapsed in underlying neuropils where visual
processing occurred before visual information was sent to the brain. While there are exceptions
to this rule, such as single stemma of some sawfly larvae that have image formation ability
(Meyer-Rochow 1974), most single stemma systems are visually primitive, like the single
stemma systems of Drosophila and Tribolium.

Larval firefly visual system
Compound eyes of insects are of similar structure in part because of the overlap in
behavior of adult insects; motion processing and spatial resolution are necessary to facilitate
navigation during flight. Structural and functional sophistications in insect stemmata are tightly
matched to the myriad of different behavioral demands among larvae. Thus, understanding the
structure and function of the firefly4 larval visual system will further inform us on how the visual
structures facilitate ecological/behavioral need. Due to the paucity of knowledge regarding

4

The term ‘the firefly’ is used as a generalization throughout this thesis. All data and observations within this thesis
refer specifically to firefly larvae within the Photuris genus.
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firefly larval visual behavior, I considered characteristics of the Photuris firefly larval habitat
which may influence larval visual ecology. Two critical features that are known about the
Photuris firefly larval environment are that larvae are active during nocturnal conditions and
larvae engage in bioluminescent behaviors consisting of intermittent glows, which are linked to
aposematism: the presentation of a warning signal, to a predator, of distinctive color, odor or
sound that indicates the prey is inhabitable (Mappes et al. 2005). I used this information to
formulate hypotheses, testing various elements of the larval visual system that may begin with
the elements of the Photuris firefly larval environment that are behaviorally relevant to the visual
system. This dissertation addresses the stemmata of the Photuris firefly visual system from the
perspectives of structure, behavior and function. Each perspective is confined to its own chapter:

Chapter II: I aimed to understand the structure of Photuris firefly stemmata, specifically,
the identification and quantity of photoreceptor cells and how photoreceptor rhabdomeres are
arranged to form the rhabdom – the collective of all photoreceptor microvilli.
Chapter III: Ambient light detection for the purpose of phototactic and light dependent
behaviors is one of the most basal visual functions in the animal kingdom. I tested the hypothesis
that Photuris larvae are less active during periods of high light intensity and that the stemmata
are responsible for driving this behavior.
Chapter IV: I tested the stemma’s broad band sensitivity to select wavelengths spanning
the range of the visible spectrum. From these results, I interrogated the possibility that the
stemmata are detecting light using more than one visual photopigment.
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Chapter 2 Anatomy of the Stemmata in the Photuris Firefly Larva5

Abstract
Fireflies (Coleoptera: Lamypridae) have distinct visual systems at different stages of
development. Larvae have stemmata, adults have compound eyes. Adults use compound eyes to
mediate photic communication during courtship. Larvae do not manifest this behavior, yet they
are bioluminescent. We investigated the structure of stemmata in Photuris firefly larvae to
identify anatomical substrates (i.e., rhabdomeres) conferring visual function. Stemmata were
located bi-laterally on the antero-lateral surfaces of the head. Beneath the ~130µm diameter lens,
we identified a pigmented eye-cup. At its widest point, the eye-cup was ~150µm in diameter.
The optic nerve, exited the eye-cup opposite the lens. Two distinct regions, asymmetric in size
and devoid of pigmentation were characterized in stemmata cross-sections. We refer to these
regions as lobes. Each lobe contained a rhabdom of a radial network of rhabdomeres. Pairs of
rhabdomeres formed interdigitating microvilli contributed from neighboring photoreceptor cell
bodies. The optic nerve contained 88 axons separable into two populations based on size. The
number of axons in the optic nerve together with distinct rhabdoms, suggest these structures
were formed from ‘fusion stemmata.’ This structural specialization provides an anatomical
substrate for future studies of visually mediated behaviors in Photuris larvae.

5

This chapter has been published in the Journal of Comparative Physiology A and is presented verbatim. Online
resources can be found at the following address: Murphy, F. & Moiseff, A. J Comp Physiol A (2019) 205: 151.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00359-018-01312-2
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Introduction
Vision, in holometabolous insects, can be mediated by fundamentally different visual
organs - stemmata or compound eyes. Compound eyes and their underlying optic ganglia
facilitate highly specialized and diverse behaviors (Briscoe and Chittka 2001a; Somanathan et al.
2008; Katsov and Clandinin 2008; Farnier et al. 2015). The variation of visually mediated
behaviors across adult insects is accomplished via a shared and conserved cellular paradigm
(Nilsson 1989). The anatomical elements contained in compound eye ommatidia are conserved
among the majority of insects: two primary pigment cells, four cone cells and eight
photoreceptors (Melzer et al. 1997b; Paulus 2000b; Harzsch et al. 2005a; Nilsson and Kelber
2007b). Despite such cellular similarity, different optical strategies have evolved, often
independently, to meet behaviorally specific needs influenced by an animal’s environmental
niche e.g., navigation, recognition of conspecifics, predator avoidance or prey detection (for a
review see (Land 1997)). The ubiquitous yet diverse compound eyes have made these visual
systems appealing targets for studying the relationship of organ structure to function. However,
compound eyes are not unique to all aspects of an insect’s life cycle. In holometabola
(metamorphic insects) which comprise greater than 80% of known insect species (Kristensen
1999), compound eyes are predominantly restricted to the adult form. In pre-metamorphic,
holometabolous insect larvae, compound eyes are absent (except for some Mecoptera genera)
(Melzer et al. 1994b). In these larvae, vision is mediated by distinct eyes referred to as stemmata.
Stemmata are single lensed eyes positioned bi-laterally on the larval head. Morphological
examination (Paulus 1986), later corroborated by molecular evidence (Liu and Friedrich 2004b)
revealed that stemmata evolved from compound eye ommatidia of hemimetabolous ancestors.
Despite evolving from the highly conserved cellular plan of the compound eye, independent
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divergence has produced a variety of structural and functional specializations in stemmata (for a
comprehensive review of stemmata see (Gilbert 1994b)).
In beetles (Coleoptera), the order of holometabolous insects with the largest diversity of
species, larvae have anywhere from zero to six stemmata on each side of their head, an
arrangement that has been linked to specific functional advantages. This diversity of sensory
specialization within the visual system facilitates the diverse behaviors seen amongst larvae.
Cincindela chinensis (tiger beetle) have six stemmata on each side of the head, two of which are
enlarged compared to the other four. Each stemmata contains a single lens and is separated from
neighboring stemmata. The two enlarged stemmata contribute a thick nerve bundle containing
retinula cell axons and synapse in an underlying neuropil before terminating in the brain (Toh
and Mizutani 1994b). Thermonectus marmoratus (aquatic sunburst diving beetle) also have six
stemmata, but located within the tubular shape of their dorsal stemmata are three separated
retinas, an organization that is distinct from other known stemmata (Mandapaka et al. 2006b).
These different visual structures each facilitate specific, predatory visual behaviors. The tiger
beetle neuropil contains motion-sensing neurons that mediate an ambushing predatory ‘jumping
snap’ behavior as well as a ‘withdraw-escape’ response (Toh and Mizutani 1994b) and the
sunburst diving beetle eyes are optimized for predatory behaviors in aquatic environments
(Buschbeck et al. 2007a).
In contrast to multi-stemmata larval visual systems, fireflies, like all members of the
Elateroidea superfamily, have a single stemmata on each side of the head. Fireflies, spend the
majority of their lives in larval form, growing through multiple instars (McLean et al. 1972a).
Photuris fireflies, remain in larval form for 9~24 months, the latter requiring multiple
overwintering periods (McLean et al. 1972a). Firefly larvae, like adults, are bioluminescent, but
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unlike adults, they do not rely on their visual systems for the reception and processing of flash
patterns (Carlson and Copeland 1985b). In this study, we investigated the visual system of firefly
larvae (Photuris genus).
The anatomy of firefly larval eyes and the behavioral significance of their visual system
are unknown. We used various microscopy methods to investigate the structure of Photuris firefly
larval stemmata (used interchangeably with ‘eye(s)’ in this report). Given beetle diversity (Zhang
et al. 2018) and the breadth of anatomical solutions to mediate visual function found throughout
Coleoptera, we propose that examining such specializations of the firefly larval eye will support
our broader goal of elucidating ecologically relevant behaviors mediated by the firefly larval visual
system.

Materials and methods
Firefly stocks
All firefly larvae (Photuris genus) were collected locally near Storrs, CT, September –
November, 2016 and 2017. Larvae were kept in transparent containers with their natural soil and
vegetation extracted from the site of collection and were maintained in the lab for up to 8
months. Containers were kept at room temperature until mid-November when they were
transferred to a 4°C environment to simulate overwintering and delay pre-mature pupation. The
soil was kept moist and larvae were fed worms and slugs.
Gross anatomy
Specimens were dissected in firefly Ringers (Carlson 1968). The cuticle of the head and
pronotum were removed using the tip of a 25-gauge hypodermic needle as a microscalpel. This
exposed the muscular tissue within the head. The lenses were removed from the remaining
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cuticle and the entire head and thorax were subsequently fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M
PBS at 4°C, overnight. Images were acquired by an Olympus DP72 camera and Olympus
CellSens imaging software. Images were processed, post-acquisition, using ImageJ 64. Figures
were assembled using GIMP v2.10.
Embedment for light and electron microscopy
Stemmata, the optic nerve and the brain were dissected from the larva in firefly Ringers.
The optic nerve was transected and separated from the large nerve bundle that projected to the
brain. The stemmata along with the optic nerve were removed from the surrounding cuticle
(lenses were left intact for electron microscopy sections) and subsequently washed in 0.1M
HEPES buffered solution. The tissue was fixed by immersion in a modified Karnovsky solution
(2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde, 0.1M HEPES buffer, pH 7.4) overnight at 4°C.
Tissue was subsequently washed three times (20 minutes each) in 0.1M HEPES pH 7.4 at room
temperature and left overnight at 4°C. Stemmata were post-fixed in a secondary solution (1%
osmium tetroxide and 0.8% potassium ferricyanide in 0.1M HEPES buffer) for 1.5 hours at 4°C.
Following three washes in 0.1M HEPES buffer, the tissue was dehydrated in a graded ethanol
series (30-100%) and cleared in propylene oxide (2 times, 15 minutes each). Tissue was then
infiltrated using an epoxy based resin embedding media (Eponate 812, DDSA, NMA and DMP30 accelerator). The resin embedded tissue was polymerized (60°C oven) and prepared for
sectioning.
Osmium ethyl gallate stained tissue
Stemmata to be stained with ethyl gallate were dissected in 0.1M PBS and fixed
overnight at 4°C (2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer). Tissue
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was washed in 0.2M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.6, three times (10 minutes each) and post-fixed in
2% osmium tetroxide in 0.1M cacodylate buffer for 1.5 hours. Tissue was washed in 0.2M
cacodylate buffer (3 times, 15 minutes each) and left overnight in fresh 0.2M cacodylate buffer,
4°C. The washed tissue was incubated in saturated ethyl gallate solution (Leise and Mulloney
1986) for 24 hours. Following treatment with ethyl gallate, the tissue was washed two times in
10% acetone (10 minutes each) and embedded in an epoxy based resin media as previously
described.
Light microscopy
Thin sections (2µm) were cut using a glass knife in the longitudinal and transverse
planes. Sections were subsequently incubated for ~20 seconds at 27°C in azure II methylene blue
stain for contrast. All images were acquired by an Olympus DP26 camera and Olympus CellSens
imaging software. Brightness and contrast of displayed images were post-processed using
ImageJ 64.
Electron microscopy
Ultrathin sections (60-80nm) of the stemmata (transverse and longitudinal plane) and the
optic nerve (cross section) were cut using a diamond knife. Longitudinal sections of the
stemmata were collected on Formvar coated slot grids or copper mesh grids. All cross sections of
the optic nerve were collected on copper mesh grids. After collection, tissue was heavy metal
stained in 4% ethanolic uranyl acetate for 8 minutes followed by 2.5% modified Sato’s lead
citrate (Sato 1968) for 3 minutes. Micrographs were obtained using a FEI Tecnai G2 Biotwin
electron microscope operated at 80 kV. Digital images were acquired with an AMT XR40 4-
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Megapixel, side-mounted CCD camera. Micrographs were adjusted for brightness and contrast
post-acquisition using Gimp v2.10.
Confocal microscopy
Stemmata and the intact optic nerve were removed from the firefly larva in 1X PBS.
Autofluorescent samples were immediately fixed in 4% formaldehyde at room temperature for 1
hour and subsequently cover-slipped in VECTASHIELD mounting media (Vector Laboratories).
Stemmata processed for retrograde labelling of the optic nerve had the cut end of the optic nerve
incubated in the dark with 5mg/ml solution of Dextran-Texas Red in 1X PBS (3000MW,
Invitrogen) for 1 hour at room temperature. Samples were then transferred to 4°C overnight.
Following incubation, samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde at room temperature for 1 hour
and cover-slipped in VECTASHIELD mounting media. All mounted samples were stored in the
dark at 4°C. Images were acquired using a Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope.
Statistical analysis
The area of the rhabdoms (Fig. 2b,c) and axons (Fig. 3a) were measured using FIJI
(Schindelin et al. 2012). The distribution of area measurements of the optic nerve axons was
tested for normality using the Anderson-Darling normality test. Decomposition of the
distribution to detect the number of means within our sample data was performed using Mclust
(Fraley et al. 2007). Means were detected and plotted with density curves using Mixtools
(Benaglia et al. 2009)
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Results
Firefly larva and stemmata
In their larval form, Photuris fireflies measured ~1.5cm from the tip of the anterior
cuticular segment (known as the pronotum) to the tail (Fig. 1a). Rigid segments of cuticle tiled
the dorsal surface of the animal’s body (Fig. 1a). A retractable head was located beneath the
pronotum (black outlined arrow, Fig. 1a). The head contained mouth parts, antennae and the
stemmata. The lens of each stemmata was located posterior to the base of each antenna. On the
exterior surface, the single lens of each stemmata was ~130µm in diameter (arrows, Fig. 1b).
Removal of both the cuticle covering the head and each lens, revealed the underlying stemmata
(arrows, Fig. 1c). The stemmata, densely pigmented, contrasted against the pale surrounding
tissue which primarily consisted of muscle fibers and trachea. Ventral to the exposed soft tissue,
the stemmata nerve exited the eye, opposite the lens, toward the mid line of the head capsule,
curved and extended caudally (Fig. 1c). Although the optic nerve itself is not visible in Fig. 1c,
the in-situ orientation of the nerve is artificially indicated by the black dotted outline. The visual
system and all connecting nerve fibers could be extracted from the surrounding tissue to reveal a
single optic nerve fascicle that projected ipsilaterally from each eye for approximately 2.5mm
(Online resource 1). The optic nerve converged into a single nerve bundle with two additional
nerve tracts. This nerve bundle entered adjacent hemispheres of the brain (Online resource 1).
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Fig. 2.1 Photuris firefly larva a Dorsal perspective. A retractable head extends (arrow) beneath the anterior cuticle
segment, the pronotum. Scale = 1mm. b Single lensed bi-lateral stemmata (arrows). c Larval head with cuticle
removed. Removal of the cuticle reveals the in situ position of each stemmata (arrows). The optic nerve is not
visible in ‘b,’ but its underlying orientation is outlined by the black dotted line. mp = mouth parts, an = antenna, r =
rostral, c = caudal. Scales = 150µm

Structure of the firefly stemmata
The longitudinal section of the eye contained dense pigmentation (Fig. 2a). Two regions
that lacked pigment granules were conspicuous at the superior surface of the stemmata (asterisks,
Fig. 2a). I referred to these two regions as lobes, which I defined as independent regions within
the stemmata that did not contain pigment granules. In all stemmata studied (n=8) the two lobes
were asymmetric. The larger lobe was contiguous with the more prominently curved caudal
surface of the eye, in the longitudinal plane (black curved line ‘c,’ Fig. 2a). The smaller lobe was
bordered by the comparatively less curved rostral surface of the eye (black curved line ‘r,’ Fig.
2a). The rostral and caudal designations used to describe the stemmata anatomy were defined
relative to the position of each lobe beneath the lens in the dissected animal, see Online resource
figure 2). Dense pigment granules surrounded the rostral, caudal and inferior surfaces of each
lobe in a hemispherical pattern and a narrow band of pigmentation was observed between each
lobe (arrow, Fig. 2a), suggesting that the lobes were separated structures. In cross section it was
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apparent that the lobes were separated by a pigmented septum. The septum fully separated the
lobes at their base forming two distinct asymmetric lobes (Fig. 2b,c).

Fig. 2.2 Bi-lobed structure of the firefly stemmata. a Longitudinal section (2µm thick) counterstained with azure II
methylene blue. Two lobes which lack pigment, at the superior aspect of the eye are indicated by asterisks. Pigment
granules within a septum (arrow) partition each lobe. Red lines indicate the location of the cross sections displayed
in ‘b’ (superior red dashed line) and ‘c’ (inferior red dotted line) respectively. Black curved lines indicate the
exterior curved surfaces of the eye, labelled r and c for anatomical reference. Scale = 17µm b, c 2µm cross sections
of stemmata stained with ethly gallate. b Interface of the two lobes is indicated by the red outlined arrow. Protruding
structures from the surrounding pigment (black outlined arrows) form a septum. Scale = 9µm c Pigmented septum
~10µm inferior to the location of the cross section shown in ‘b.’ Scale = 8.5µm. s = superior, i = inferior, r = rostral,
c = caudal, o.n. = optic nerve. The lens is not present in these sections

The optic nerve
The number of axons within the optic nerve were counted from a cross section of the
optic nerve acquired ~5µm inferior to the base of the stemmata (opposite the lens) where all
axons could be traced directly to the eye (Fig. 3). The optic nerve contained 88 axons (+/- 0.836,
n=4) (Fig. 3a). The areas of all 88 axons were measured (histogram, Fig. 3b). The distribution of
axonal areas was not consistent with a uniform distribution around a single mean (AndersonDarling Statistic 4.289, p < 0.05). Mclust (a contributed R package for Gaussian decomposition)
attributed the distribution into two populations. Using Mixtools the means of these two
populations were 3.2µm2 and 6.7µm2, accounting for ~80% and ~20% of the population,
respectively (Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 2.3 Optic nerve. a Cross section of the optic nerve and it’s axons (n =88). b Histogram of the optic nerve areas
of all 88 photoreceptor axons measured in ‘a’. This distibution is consistent with there being two size populations
(see text for details). The area under each curve (lambda) indicates the mixture densities (blue curve lambda ~80%,
red curve lambda ~20%)

Rhabdomere ultrastructure
Stemmata were cut in cross section at an orientation that approximated the light
microscopy sections featured in figure 2 (b,c). The two regions I referred to as lobes at the light
microscope level were identified as two independent rhabdoms, separated by a pigmented
septum (arrow, Fig. 4a). Within each rhabdom were multiple finger-like projections of
rhabdomeres, wherein microvilli, the sites of insect photoreception, were located. In each cross
section, both rhabdoms contained dense packing of rhabdomeres and were devoid of pigment
granules (Fig. 4a; Online resource figure 3).
The periphery of each rhabdom, was defined in cross section as the interface of
rhabdomeres and the surrounding pigment granules (cyan dashed line, Fig. 4 b,c). At the
periphery, rhabdomeres were sparsely packed. Regions of tissue devoid of rhabdomeres and
pigment, but rich in cellular organelles, such as mitochondria, surrounded the rhabdomere tips
(arrows, Fig. 4d). I referred to these regions as inter-rhabdomeric space (blue shading, Fig. 4
b,d). Moving away from the periphery and towards the center of each rhabdom, the interrhabdomeric space became less pronounced; here, the rhabdom was composed of densely
packed, interconnected rhabdomeres (Fig. 4e,f).
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Fig. 2.4 Ultrastructure of the rhabdoms. a Cross sectional overview of a stemmata. Regions of the large and small
rhabdoms have been emphasized by reducing the contrast of the background. The septum separating the two
rhabdoms is indicated by the arrow. A fragment of the lens is marked by an asterisk. Scale = 10µm. b,c Magnified
region of rhabdomeres from the large (b) and small (c) rhabdom, boxed in ‘a.’ Three rhabdomere groups, with their
peripheral regions indicated by the asterisks. A single rhabdomere is outlined with the black dashed line. The interrhabdomeric space is indicated by the blue shaded region (b only). Individual pigment granules are marked by
arrows. The ‘periphery’ of the rhabdom (i.e., the interface between the apical region of rhabdomeres and the
pigment granules) is demarcated by the cyan dashed line. Scale ‘b’ = 2µm; Scale ‘c’ = 1µm. d Magnified region of
inter-rhabdomeric space shaded blue from ‘b.’ Mitochondria indicated by arrows. Scale = 500nm. e Central area of
the large rhabdom, region indicated in ‘a.’ A rhabdomere extending into the central region from the periphery
(arrows). ‘cr’ = central region. Scale = 1µm f Selection of the central region of large rhabdom magnified from ‘e.’
Scale = 500nm

In all cross sections containing rhabdomeres, the microvilli, specifically near the center of
the rhabdom, exhibited complex multi-directional orientations. An example of this is shown in
figure 4f. Microvilli were divided into three classes based on their orientation in cross sections of
the stemmata: longitudinal, which produced long slender microvillar tubes (rectangle, Fig. 5a),
transverse, indicated by the circular profiles of microvilli (circle, Fig. 5a) and intermediate
orientations (between longitudinal and transverse) that resulted from microvilli passing through
the plane of section at different angles or through the bending of microvillus folds (oval, Fig. 5a).
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Microvilli coplaner with the plane of section were repeatedly observed with intracellular
domains contiguous with neighboring inter-rhabdomeric space (arrows indicated the shared
intracellular compartment at the base of an individual microvillus Fig. 5b). Microvilli captured in
the longitudinal orientation were enclosed by a membrane around all surfaces except at the
interface between the base of an individual microvillus and the inter-rhabdomeric space (base
indicated by asterisk, borders indicated by red dashed outline, Fig. 5c).

Fig. 2.5 Microvilli. a Microvilli orientations. Longitudinal (rectangle), transverse (circle) and intermediate (oval)
orientations. Scale = 1µm. b Cross section through a rhabdomere with microvilli captured in the longitudinal plane.
The base of a single microvillus that shares an intracellular compartment with its neighboring inter-rhabdomeric
space indicated by arrows. Each single arrow is labelling a single, different microvillus. Scale = 250nm. c Border of
individual microvilli. The border surrounding two microvilli is traced by the red dashed line. The areas marked by
the asterisks share an intracellular compartment with the adjacent inter-rhabdomeric space and is enclosed by a
membrane at the other end. Scale = 250nm
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An additional finding was that microvilli were unique to only one inter-rhabdomeric
space (Fig. 6). In some instances, microvilli extended the width of the rhabdomeres until the
individual microvillus was enclosed by a surrounding membrane (filled white circles, Fig. 6a). In
other cases, microvilli did not extend the full width of the rhabdomeres (filled black circles, Fig.
6a). When microvilli did not extend the full width of the rhabdomeres, a thin electron dense
structure, presumably membrane, was visible (arrows, Fig. 6a,b). This may reflect an inherent
limitation in the ultrathin EM sections. Microvilli passing through the plane of section at an
intermediate orientation will appear to terminate in spite of the fact they may extend the full
length of the rhabdomere. Among those microvilli that extended the full length, in no case did I
find a microvillus whose intracellular compartment was shared between multiple interrhabdomeric cells (Fig. 6a,b). In contrast, I found many instances of individual inter-rhabdomeric
cells contiguous with the intracellular compartments of adjacent microvilli in different directions
(black outline, Fig. 6b). I suggest that this is consistent with a model of interdigitating microvilli
from neighboring inter-rhabdomeric cells (Fig. 6f).
Multiple pairs of adherens junctions couple the membranes of adjacent photoreceptors
(red outlined arrows, Fig. 6c-e). These junctions were apparent independent of microvillar
orientation (Fig. 6c,d). These data suggested that rhabdomeres extending from the periphery
towards the center of the rhabdom, were organized as pairs of neighboring photoreceptors whose
microvilli were interdigitated as depicted schematically in figure 6f.
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Fig. 2.6 Ultrastructure of the photoreceptor cell body and its rhabdomeres. a Some microvilli appeared to extend the
width of the rhabdomere, indicated by white circles. Other microvilli within the rhabdomere appeared shorter, black
circles. The end of the microvillus that shares an intracellular compartment with its adjacent inter-rhabdomeric space
is marked by unfilled circles (regardless of color). The ‘enclosed’ end of a microvilli is indicated by filled circles
(regardless of color). An electron dense, bisecting structure that sporadically appears within a single cross section is
indicated by arrows. Contrast of the image is reduced with the exception of the labelled microvilli. Scale = 200nm. b
A single inter-rhabdomeric space shares an intracellular compartment with adjacent microvilli. Same image pictured
in ‘a,’ with un-modified contrast. Select inter-rhabdomeric space is surrounded by the black outline and filled with
tan shading. Electron dense septal structure is indicated by arrows. Scale = 200nm. c Electron dense, septal structure
within rhabdomeres, indicated by black outlined arrows. Scale = 500nm. d Membrane structure extending off the
exterior portion of the peripheral region of a rhabdomere. Membrane structure interior and exterior to the
rhabdomere periphery is indicated with tan shading. Black outlined arrows indicate septal structure within the
rhabdomere. Scale = 500nm. e Adherens junctions. 4 pairs of adherens junctions indicated by the red outlined
arrows. Scale = 100nm. Red outlined arrows pictured in ‘c, d’ point to adherens junctions at lower magnification. f
Schematic of two photoreceptor cells (green and blue). A stylized, single rhabdomere pair with interdigitating
microvilli separated by a thin electron dense membrane (black shading). Black outlined arrow indicates a single
microvillus sharing intracellular space with the blue cell. Adherens junctions are indicated by the red outlined arrow

Rhabdom organization
Confocal microscopy was used to put the emerging structure of the eye, i.e., the size,
shape and location of the rhabdomeres, into a three-dimensional context. Rhabdomeres, were
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auto fluorescent. Using an excitation wavelength of 561nm, strong autofluorescence was viewed
with an acceptance range of 590-630nm (Fig. 7). Radial rhabdomere pairs from the periphery
extended inward and converged on a common central region (Fig. 7a). Rhabdomeres,
specifically at the periphery of the rhabdoms, were flanked by non-fluorescent regions whose
location and organization were consistent with the photoreceptor cell bodies previously
identified in figures 4-6 (arrow, Fig. 7a). Rhabdomeres projected the depth of each rhabdom in a
columnar fashion (Fig. 7b). In the longitudinal plane of the stemmata, columns were organized
vertically (arrow, Fig. 7b).

Fig. 2.7 Autofluorescent confocal microscopy of rhabdomeres. a Radial organization of large and small rhabdom in
an optical cross section through the stemmata. The pigmented septal region that separates the two rhabdoms is
indicated by the white dashed line. A single example of the inter-rhabdomeric space, characterized by lack of
fluorescence, is indicated by the arrow. Scale = 25µm. b Vertical, columnar, organization of rhabdomeres extending
the depth of the small rhabdom. A single rhabdomere column is indicated by the arrow. The image is depth coded to
accentuate the vertical orientation of rhabdomeres. Orange = superior aspect of the eye, nearest the lens, blue =
inferior aspect of the eye nearest the optic nerve. Scale = 25µm

Photoreceptor structure
The autofluorescence was sufficient to visualize the organization of the rhabdomeres
within each rhabdom, but, did not elucidate the morphology of the photoreceptor cell bodies or
their connection to the optic nerves. Cell bodies were visualized with Texas Red backfills of
optic nerve axons (black outlined arrow, Fig. 8a, tan shading, Fig. 8b). Photoreceptors were
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conical in shape and distinguishable as individual cells arranged in vertical columns along the
exterior surfaces of the eye surrounding the rhabdoms (asterisk, Fig. 8c). Surrounding the large
rhabdom, the photoreceptors were tightly packed (black outlined arrow Fig. 8c, tan shading Fig.
8d) which produced a singular dense fluorescent profile where I was unable to tease apart
individual cells. Rhabdomeres extended from the dense region of photoreceptors contributing the
large rhabdom (‘rh’, Fig. 8c). Axons projected from the base of the photoreceptor cell bodies to
the optic nerve (tan shading, Fig. 8b, blue outlined arrow Fig. 8c). Consistent with the TEM and
the autofluorescence images of the rhabdoms, the rhabdomeres projected towards the center
region of the rhabdom and appeared to extend the depth of the eye, in the direction of the optic
nerve, as a solid ‘sheet’ (Fig. 8a ‘rh’). A single photoreceptor, identified by its nucleus and
conical shape, gave rise to microvilli extending from a single portion of the cell body, proximal
to the lens (Fig. 8e). Here, the microvilli were shown in interlocking fashion with microvilli from
its neighboring photoreceptor (boxed region, Fig. 8e). The three-dimensional structure of the
entire stemmata is included as a rotating image in the online resources (Online resource 4).

Discussion
Fireflies are holometabolous, polyphagous beetles. Photuris adults possess large (1 mm)
compound eyes on the ventral surface of the head (Horridge 1969a), with multiple optic ganglia
(Strausfeld and Blest 1970). These neural superposition eyes and underlying visual centers have
been shown to be critical for the acquisition and processing of conspecific bioluminescent flash
patterns during courtship and mating behavior (Carlson and Copeland 1985b). Firefly larvae do
possess a visual system, and are bioluminescent, but do not manifest the same visually mediated
behaviors as adults. I found that, consistent with other polyphagous beetles, firefly larvae had
single lensed stemmata positioned on the lateral surfaces of the head (Fig. 1b). Each stemmata
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Fig. 2.8 Photoreceptors. a Texas-Red filled axons. Scale = 15µm. b Three axons are highlighted in tan to facilitate
visualization of the optic nerve along the exterior curvature of the eye. Scale = 15µm. c Three-dimensional
projection of photoreceptors lining the exterior of the eye. A single axon merging into the base of a photoreceptor
cell body is marked by the blue outlined arrow. A single photoreceptor cell body is indicated by an asterisk. A
collection of photoreceptors surrounding the large rhabdom is indicated by the black outlined arrow. A rhabdomere
pair extending from photoreceptors, composing the large rhabdom, is labelled ‘rh.’ Scale = 10µm. d Bi-lobed
structure. Large and small rhabdom highlighted in tan surrounded by photoreceptor cells. Perspective is looking into
the eye through the lens. Scale = 10µm. e Ultrastructure of a single photoreceptor. A single photoreceptor is shaded
in blue with the nucleus identified by the black outlined arrow. Scale = 2µm. The photoreceptor cell body merging
into the microvilli is shaded in blue and shown in the boxed region. Unshaded region = microvilli of the adjacent,
interdigitating rhabdomere pair. Scale = 100nm. o.n. = optic nerve, c = caudal, r = rostral

produced an optic nerve which projects directly to the protocerebrum, indicating an absence of
any optic ganglia external to the brain (Online Resource 1). This indicates a direct pathway for
visual information between the eye and the brain. As a first order to understanding the putative
ecological utility and/or physiological function of the larval visual system I examined the gross
microscopic structure of the stemmata and found a dual rhabdom beneath the singular lens.
Ultrastructural analysis of each lobe reveals that rhabdomeres extended from the periphery of
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each rhabdom into a shared central region, indicating a fused net-like rhabdom (Snyder et al.
1973) (Fig. 7).
Dual rhabdom, fusion stemmata
Within and across the four major orders of holometabola, zero to seven stemmata are
found in bilateral organization on the larval head, where the precise number of stemmata is
contingent upon its phylogenetic classification (Gilbert 1994b). Ancestrally, beetles (Coleoptera)
have 6 stemmata on each side of their head (Paulus 1986). Yet, not all beetles have 6 eyes. This
is attributed to independent evolutionary processes (loss and/or reduction of stemmata). Despite
heterogeneity in number, stemmata have evolved from ommatidia, the individual units that
compose the compound eye (Paulus 1986; Friedrich et al. 2011; Buschbeck 2014b). Thus, many
stemmata bear cellular resemblance to adult ommatidia. Firefly stemmata did not adhere to the
canonical ommatidial architecture; neither in terms of organization or photoreceptor number
(Figs 3-5). Instead, the stemmata had two, differently sized rhabdoms (Fig. 2,7 Online Resource
3) that were anatomically separate. The rhabdomeres within each rhabdom were ‘wide’ and
organized in pairs at the periphery (Fig. 5), comprising the majority of the cross-sectional surface
in the sections displayed (Fig. 2b,c; 7a,b). By contrast, in ommatidia the rhabdoms are narrow
and long, not wide and stout (Buschbeck 2014b). Furthermore, while the rhabdoms had a general
column like organization (Fig. 7), the rhabdomeres and the microvilli they contained did not
conform to a uniform directionality (multi-plane curvature of microvilli, Fig. 4c,e,f; Fig. 5a).
Furthermore, Photuris firefly larvae have more photoreceptors, 88 (Fig. 3a), than the ancestral
ommatidial body plan for beetles would suggest, 48 (6 stemmata and 8 photoreceptors per
ommatidia). Taken together, this structure is consistent with a fusion stemmata (Paulus 1986,
2000b; Gilbert 1994b) where two or more units of ommatidia fuse together beneath a single lens.
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The fused organization of the firefly stemmata resembled the asymmetrically sized fusion
stemmata of Tribolium castaneum. In T. castaneum larvae, another polyphagous beetle, the
stemmata have two clusters of retinula cells that form a dorsal and ventral lobe. The asymmetry
in the size of these clusters is attributed to the number of photoreceptors, where the larger cluster
contains more retinula cells (Liu and Friedrich 2004b). It is unknown how the firefly stemmata
are formed.
Axon populations in the optic nerve
The optic nerve contained axons of multiple sizes (Fig. 3a) dividable into two discrete
populations based on axon size (Fig. 3b). Given that there are two distinct regions of the eye, i.e.
two rhabdoms, I hypothesize that the two size populations innervate the two lobes, respectively.
This may suggest that populations of retinula cells have different properties specialized for
different function (e.g., different thresholds for detecting light or different rhodopsin
populations). Determining the underpinnings of the anatomical circuit of first order visual
neurons and probing for the putative functional capacity of each lobe will provide insight into the
visual landscape of a firefly larva.
Ecological implication
Wide, net-like rhabdomere pairs arranged in vertical columns with a shared central region
indicates that each rhabdom has a ‘fused’ organization. This is consistent with rhabdoms that are
optimized for maximal photon capture (Snyder et al. 1973). It is unlikely the eye is designed for
polarized light reception given the non-uniform direction of microvilli throughout the eye
(Labhart and Meyer 1999). These data suggest firefly larval eyes may be optimized for vision in
nocturnal environments. It is known that firefly larvae are active at night (McLean et al. 1972a).
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Nocturnal activity of firefly larvae such as bioluminescent glowing and locomotory behavior has
been observed in the animal’s natural ecosystem. To our knowledge, firefly larvae have not been
observed in the field during natural daylight. As a corollary, the bioluminescence produced by
fireflies and other beetle larvae are strongly linked to a defense mechanism (Sivinski 1981a;
Underwood et al. 1997a). Considering that bioluminescence in larvae is an aposematic display,
we hypothesize that glowing would be most effective in dim lit environments where contrast of
the bioluminescence would facilitate other individuals seeing the bioluminescent glow. These
field correlations in tandem with our structural observations of rhabdomere configurations in the
eye necessitate the exploration of stemmata function in nocturnal conditions.
Structure and function of single lensed stemmata systems, specifically in elaterids, is not
well known. Despite many polyphagous beetles displaying a single lens larval visual system,
convergent evolution and independent adaptations governed by environmental pressures has
undoubtedly produced unique optical strategies throughout holometabolous larvae. Fireflies,
known for their bioluminescence and adult visual behaviors spend the majority of their lives in
larval form with a stemmata visual system. In a broader perspective, we believe fireflies can be
used as a viable model to study how sensory systems are tuned for ecological functions.
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Supplemental figures (Online resources)

Fig. S2.1 Gross anatomy of firefly larval central nervous system. Stemmata (black outlined arrows) and their
optic nerves (red outlined arrow) project caudally into a nerve bundle containing two additional nerve fibers. The
merged nerve bundle indicated by black ovals projects directly into the protocerebrum (blue outlined
arrow). a.n.f. additional nerve fibers, r rostral, c caudal. Scale = 250 µm

Fig. S2.2 In situ orientation of the rhabdoms of stemmata. Looking down on the dorsal surface, the cuticle is
removed revealing a single stemmata. The large rhabdom (black outlined arrow) is positioned caudally to the
small rhabdom (red outlined arrow). The mouth parts (mp) indicate the rostral position of the larval
head. c caudal, r rostral, m medial, l lateral. Scale = 100 µm
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Fig. S2.3 Large and small rhabdom. a, b Micrograph montage of the large and small rhabdom pictured in Fig. 24, Scale = 2 µm

Fig. S2.4 Video of a single three-dimensional reconstructed stemmata. The video begins with the exterior surface of
the eye. Axons and cell bodies are visible. The stemmata rotates in the vertical plane, exposing the surface of the eye
as viewed through the lens (here the large and small lobes are visible, use Fig. 2-8d for reference). The horizontal
field of view is ~ 180 µm in length
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Chapter 3 Photo-dependent Activity of Photuris Firefly Larvae was
not Mediated by the Stemmata
Abstract
Fireflies (Coleoptera Lampyridae) are a holometabolous insect. As such, their visual
system is linked to their developmental life stage. During the larval phase, fireflies have two,
small (~150 µm diameter), single lensed eyes known as stemmata. Like many holometabola,
visually mediated firefly larval behaviors are unknown. Here, I investigated the hypothesis that
firefly stemmata detect ambient light levels and that this visual information is used to drive light
dependent animal activity (i.e., locomotory movements). I predicted that firefly larvae would be
more active during dark conditions. The basis of this prediction was that in dark conditions the
bioluminescent glow of larvae, a defense mechanism, would be visible to potential predators
which would be protective to larvae moving on the surface. To test this, I recorded individual
firefly larval activity in an arena during exposure to bouts of light and dark conditions. I found
that firefly larvae were significantly more active during the dark (i.e., active 26% of the time)
than during the light (i.e., active for < 1% of the time). This nocturnal activity pattern persisted
when optic nerves were severed (10.6% activity in the dark compared to 0.6% activity in the
light). However, this trend was abolished when the head, which incidentally does not contain the
insect brain, was removed. In these ‘headless’ larvae, there was no significant difference between
activity in the dark (11.2% activity) and light (9.9% activity). This indicated that stemmata were
not responsible for the observed light dependent activity patterns and suggests that these patterns
are mediated by a currently unidentified, extraocular photo-detecting mechanism.
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Introduction
Fireflies are polyphagous beetles. Like all beetles, fireflies experience a metamorphosis,
the transitional stage when a larval insect transforms into the adult form (Truman and Riddiford
1999). There are few similarities between larval and adult fireflies, in either appearance or
behavior. One similarity, however, involves bioluminescence. Both larvae and adults have
lanterns, that produce bioluminescence and are under neural control (Carlson 1970; Nathanson
and Hunnicutt 1979).
In adults, bioluminescence takes the form of precise species-specific flash signatures that
facilitate courtship rituals (Carlson and Copeland 1985c). Bioluminescence in larvae, by contrast,
is produced as glows (Buck and Case 1961). The glows of larvae are characterized as
bioluminescent emissions with long rise and fall times (McLean et al. 1972b). In Photuris larvae,
glows can last from one second to several seconds in nature (Buck 1948). Multiple groups have
associated larval glowing behavior with an aposematic display (Underwood et al. 1997b; De
Cock and Matthysen 1999, 2003). The glow serves as a warning signal to indicate that larvae are
protected by chemicals, lucibufagins, which make larvae unpalatable to predators (Eisner et al.
1978).
Underwood et al. showed that mice (Mus musculus) learned to associate bitter food
options with light cues. After this association was made, 100% of mice rejected firefly larvae as
an acceptable prey (Underwood et al. 1997b). In a separate investigation, toads (Bufo bufo)
found firefly larvae to be distasteful. Upon exposure to two groups of prey, glowing firefly
larvae and non-glowing mealworm larvae, toads, preferentially attacked the non-glowing prey.
This preference was lost in toads lacking prior exposure to glowing larvae (De Cock and
Matthysen 2003).
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Aposematic displays are most efficacious during sufficient contrast from their
background environments. Luminance contrast has been shown to increase the effectiveness of
an aposematic signal. Prudic et al., demonstrated that high luminance contrast in the Chinese
Mantid (Mantidae: Tenodera aridifolia sinensis) increases prey detection leading to enhanced
predator aversion learning (Prudic et al. 2007). Additional findings implicate luminance contrast,
not color, as the critical component influencing some predator’s initial avoidance to particular
prey (Stevens et al. 2010).
If the glowing behaviors in firefly larvae serve to decrease predation, then I would expect
larvae to be most active in conditions that would enhance the conspicuousness of their glow.
Low light level environments would provide the contrast necessary for larval glows to be
detectable, so that these bioluminescent signals could be a successful warning and deterrent to
potential predators. Thus, I predicted that larvae would be more active in low light level
environments where their aposematic display would be most effective.
Building upon the nature and established function of larval bioluminescence, I proposed
that the eyes in Photuris larvae provided the organism with light intensity information that would
facilitate increased activity levels in dark environments. I tested this model using a behavioral
paradigm centered around two questions: (1) are larvae more active in low light environments?
(2) are the eyes responsible for driving larval activity under differing illumination conditions?
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Materials and Methods
Animal collection and storage
Photuris firefly larvae were collected locally near Storrs, CT, USA between September –
October 2019, 2000-2200 hrs. Soil was collected at the collection site and larvae were housed in
containers with soil from the site and maintained at room temperature (21°C). Containers were
watered daily and lined with a water absorbent substrate (Datesand Ltd) to maintain moisture.
Larvae were fed worms and slugs.
Surgical procedures
Severing optic nerve
Firefly larvae were removed from their storage container and any excess soil in contact
with the animal was removed. The head was anchored in a SYLGARDTM (Dow ®) dish with a
stainless-steel pin (0.1mm Minutien pin, Fischer Scientific). A semi-circular incision into the
cuticle surrounding the stemmata was made using the tip of a 25-Gauge hypodermic needle as a
microscalpel. The cut end of the cuticle was elevated to expose the stemmata and the optic nerve.
The optic nerve was severed with a single transverse cut using surgical micro-scissors. The
cuticle was placed back into its original position after confirming that the optic nerve was
severed completely.
Removal of the larval head
The larval head was anchored as described for severing the optic nerve. The head was cut
at the base of the cuticle surrounding the head capsule (red line, Fig. 3a). The cut preserved the
brain, which is proximal to the thorax and ventral to the pronotum.
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Dissection of the stemmata and optic nerve for visual evoked potential recording
Using the tip of a 25 Gauge needle as a micro scalpel an incision was made surrounding
the stemmata, leaving the lens of the eye intact. A region of cuticle surrounding the eye was left
to allow for handling and pinning the eye in place. The optic nerve was severed transversely
allowing access to the optic nerve axons. A minutien pin was placed through the remaining
cuticle surrounding the stemmata to anchor it into place. The entire stemmatal-nerve preparation
was kept submerged in firefly larval saline (Carlson 1968).

Light dependent activity
Arena
Larvae were placed in an arena (15cm x 15cm x 5cm). The bottom of the arena was lined
with a water absorbent substrate (Datesand Ltd). This substrate was covered with ~1cm of soil.
A white LED light source (FEIT Electric BPAGOM800/LED) was placed ~25cm above the
arena and controlled by a mechanical timer (Model 50000 Indoor 24-Hour Mechanical Timer 2C). A camera (WYZE CAM v2, Model: WYZEC2) was positioned ~15cm above the arena for
recording activity on the surface. Images were recorded at the rate of 1 frame every 5 seconds for
a recording window of 12 hours. Under dark conditions, the camera was set to automatically
engage an infrared LED (840nm) to enable imaging.
Tracking larval locomotor behavior
Videos were analyzed using FIJI (Schindelin et al. 2012). A custom macro (Appendix
A.1) for FIJI was written to detect larval surface movement by highlighting pixel-level
differences between adjacent frames. Brightness and thresholds were manually adjusted for each
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video and applied to all frames to enhance detection of the larval position. The enhanced video
stack was binarized across all frames to extract the location of larva movements. Noise in the
images were removed in all frames using a minimum filter, performing grayscale erosion on
each pixel. To extract the animals position I applied the analyze particle centroid function in FIJI
to all frames. The x and y pixel positional coordinates for all centroid values in the same frame
were averaged to generate a single ‘x’ ‘y’ position representing the larva’s location in each
frame.
Quantification of larval activity
Larval activity was defined as any movement made by larvae, visible on the surface of
the soil. To quantify larval activity, the number of frames where activity was detected was
divided by the total number of frames in the recording window. The resulting value termed
percent activity, was a measure of larval surface activity. Any larva that registered zero
movement (0% activity) in both the dark and light trials was excluded from this study. Of 16
initial subjects only 1 was excluded for zero activity.
Activity as a function of time
Our illumination protocols (Fig. 1a) contained multiple dark/light transitions per trial. All
frames within the first hour (720 frames) following each light-dark and dark-light transition in
our illumination protocols were collected and separated into 6 ten-minute intervals (120 frames
per interval). All frames in which activity was detected were counted and placed within the
appropriate time interval bin. This process was performed for each animal, in all conditions (dark
and light) and each group (control, severed optic nerve, and headless) for all illumination
transitions in each video. Since our illumination protocols (Fig. 1a) contained multiple dark/light
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transitions per trial, each animal experienced multiple sessions in the dark and in the light over
the full recording window. The number of active frames counted during each time interval were
summed across all light and dark conditions. In all cases, light activity and dark activity were
summed separately, yielding a single value representing the total number of frames reflecting
total larval activity under each condition for all six time intervals. The dark and light active
frame values were normalized for each animal to the maximum level of activity exhibited by an
individual animal during any of the dark or light conditions. This provided each individual
animal with a range of activity values between 0 (no activity) and 1 (maximum activity) for each
10-minute time block. Each condition was tested with a different number of larvae. All subjects
in the control group (15 tested) had activity, but activity was lost in both light and dark
conditions of individual larvae tested under the experimental groups. In the experimental groups,
7 larvae were tested having experienced severed optic nerves, 2 were excluded due to a total loss
of activity (n=5) while 5 of those larvae were tested under headless conditions, where 1 larva
was excluded from analyses due to total lack of activity in light and dark conditions. While the
number of subjects in each group were different, all larvae tested under treatment conditions
(severed optic nerve and headless) were a subset of the control larvae previously tested. Thus,
direct statistical comparisons can be made between the activity performance of larvae across all
three groups (control, cut optic nerve, headless).

Electrophysiology
Visual evoked potentials (VEPs)
VEPs were recorded with suction electrodes (borosilicate pipette, tip diameter ~35µm,
backfilled with firefly larval saline). Negative pressure was applied to the electrode to draw in
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the cut end of the optic nerve (see ‘surgical procedures’, above). A fiber optic connected to a
custom device containing multiple wavelength specific LEDs was positioned ~5mm away from
the stemmata. LED intensity was controlled using PowerLab (ADInstruments Model ML4856)
hardware and extracellular field potentials were recorded (High pass filter 10Hz, sampling rate of
20KHz) and analyzed using LabChart software (ADInstruments v8).

Statistical Analyses
All activity data was compiled in Microsoft Excel and imported into the R environment
for processing, visualization and statistical analysis. Data manipulation and visualization was
performed using the Tidyverse collection in R, specifically the dplyr and ggplot2 packages.
Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used to compare any two distributions and Friedman’s test was
applied to compare sample medians across multiple groups. Multiple pairwise comparisons were
made using the Wilcoxon rank sum test followed by the Holm-Bonferroni correction methods.

Results
Locomotor activity was defined as any change in the animal’s position detectable (when
viewed from above) in our frame by frame analysis (see methods). Larvae were free to move
while being recorded by an overhead camera. Each animal was exposed to an illumination
protocol that toggled between light and dark states during a 12-hour recording window, 18000600 hours (EST). This encompassed pre-dusk, night and through early morning. I used three
different illumination protocols with varied onset and duration intervals of dark bouts to confirm
that observed behaviors were attributable to the dark and light conditions and not specific onset
times which could be driven by circadian influence (Fig 1a).
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Larvae were significantly more active in the dark (Fig. 1). Activity was observed in 26%
of the frames recorded under dark conditions. This was significantly different (Fig. 1b) from the
amount of activity recorded under light conditions (< 1% of all frames) (Fig. 1b). The least active
larva during the dark condition was more active than the most active larva during the light
condition, 6.1% of frames and 3.3% of frames respectively. Only 33.3% of larvae (n = 5)
registered measurable activity during the light phase while all larvae (n =15) were active during
the dark (Fig. 1c).
The percent activity indicated the total activity level during light and dark periods but not
how larvae responded to the light-dark and dark-light transitions. I predicted that activity levels
would not be uniform throughout the light or dark periods. For example, a larva might be moving
on the surface, in the dark, at the time that the light turned on but its activity would decrease as it
had time to react to the light. Conversely, I hypothesized that larvae would be least active at the
beginning of the dark environment i.e., it would not be moving during the light environment and
thus not on the surface of the soil when the light turned off. Both of these expectations were
confirmed (Fig. 1d). Larvae in the dark phase were least active during the first 10 minutes
following a light to dark transition (median of the normalized activity, 0.0059). Larval activity
increased significantly from the first 10 minutes of darkness to the final 30 minutes of darkness
(Fig. 1d).
The opposite trend of larval activity was observed when larvae experienced the transition
from dark to light environments. Larvae were most active (median of the normalized activity,
0.12) during the first 10 minutes of the light condition. Their median activity decreased
significantly over time to where nearly all larvae were inactive 40-60 minutes post light
transition (Fig. 1d). These data suggest that Photuris firefly larvae have different behavioral
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responses under light and dark conditions: larvae were significantly more active during the dark
periods.

Fig. 3.1 Light stimulation reduces Photuris firefly larval activity in control animals. a Light stimulus protocol.
Individual larvae were presented with one of three different light stimulus protocols between the recording window
of 1800-0600 hours. Data analysis began following the first light to dark transition, indicated by the red lines.
Number line indicates time on 24 hour scale. b Percent of frames where activity was detected during the dark and
light bouts; n = 15. Asterisks indicate significance (p < 0.001), Wilcoxon rank sum test. c Number of animals where
movement was detected between dark and light conditions. d Normalized activity as a function of time. Activity was
quantified for 1 hour and separated into six 10 minute bins. Bin names (x-axis) indicate consecutive 10 minute
epochs. n = 15. Asterisks over dark and light box plots indicate significance from the 10 minute time interval.
Friedman’s test (p < 0.001), pairwise post hoc Wilcoxon rank sum with Holm-Bonferonni correction; p < 0.05

Are stemmata responsible for light-dependent activity?
I posited that stemmata would be responsible for facilitating light-dependent activity. To
test this, I severed the optic nerves of a subset of larvae that in the previous experiments (Fig. 1)
exhibited light-dependent activity. Severing the optic nerve interrupted all visual input to the
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brain from photoreceptors in the stemmata (Fig. 2a). I predicted that larvae whose visual input
was removed would behave as if they were always in the dark, even if the light was on. This
would manifest itself as equal larval activity levels in dark and light states with no sensitivity to
the light-dark/dark-light transitions as observed in figure 1c.
Results of the severed optic nerve experiments went contrary to my expectations. Larvae
with severed optic nerves were still significantly more active in the dark environment (median
activity 10.2%) than in the light environment (median activity 0.6%) (Fig. 2b). Median percent
activity declined in animals within the cut optic nerve group. This decrease was not significantly
different from control animals (Fig. 2d). The percent activity in the light environment for both
the control and cut optic nerve groups were also not significantly different (Fig. 2e). This
suggested that overall activity during the light and dark conditions was not affected by cutting
the optic nerves.
Larval activity during the dark environment increased over time relative to the light-dark
transition, this result was consistent with control animals. Median normalized activity was 0
during the first 10 minutes and increased significantly during the duration of the dark state (Fig.
2c). The maximum activity for 80% of the larvae in this group (n = 5) occurred during the dark.
Only 1 animal registered maximum activity during the light phase, indicated by the outlier in the
10-minute interval (Fig. 2c). This animal’s activity declined in each successive time interval until
burrowing in the soil during the 44th minute (outlier in the 50-minute time interval, Fig. 2c).
During the light environment, 3 larvae were active during the first 10-minute interval, which was
the only interval where mean activity was > 0%. While two animals were active beyond the 10minute interval there were no statistical differences between the normalized activity levels during
the light phase (Friedman test, p > 0.05).
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Fig. 3.2 Elimination of visual information, via cut optic nerves, from firefly stemmata retains the negative
phototactic behavioral response seen in control animals. a Line diagram of optic nerve surgery. Incision is made into
the cuticle (dotted black lines) leaving an anchoring point at the base of the antennae (an). The cut end of cuticle was
elevated along the path of the curved arrows to expose the underlying optic nerve. The optic nerve was severed
(scissors) and the remaining cuticular flap was left in the original position. Purple ovals = stemmata. mp = mouth
parts. ptm = pronotum. bn = brain. b Percent of frames where activity was detected during the dark and light bouts;
n = 5. Asterisk indicates significance (p < 0.05), Wilcoxon rank sum test. c Normalized activity as a function of
time. Six 10 minute bins (x-axis) indicate consecutive 10 minute epochs, n = 5. Triangle indicates that a significant
difference in activity level exists among the time intervals during the dark environment. The specific groups that are
different is statistically unresolvable in this sample population. Friedman’s test (p < 0.05), pairwise post hoc
Wilcoxon rank sum with Holm-Bonferonni correction; p > 0.05. d and e Percent activity comparing control and
severed optic nerve groups in dark (d) and light (e) bouts respectively. Wilcoxon rank sum; p > 0.05.

The removal of stemmatal input to the brain did not eliminate the relationship of larval
activity levels between dark and light conditions. Larvae remained most active during the dark
state and displayed minimal activity during the light state. Since the light-dependent activity
remained in the absence of the stemmatal input, this suggested that there was an extraocular
mechanism responsible for the observed behaviors.
With the intent of locating the source of the extraocular input, I planned to successively
remove input from different areas of the body. My first target was removal of the head. Thus, I
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removed the heads of larvae whose optic nerve had been previously severed, yet still retained the
larval activity levels between dark and light conditions. If the mechanism is located in the head,
removal of the head would be expected to eliminate the activity differences.
Headless larvae did not exhibit light-dependent decline in activity (Fig. 3). Differences in
larval activity between the dark and light states were not significant (Fig. 3b). Headless larvae
were equally as active in the dark (11.2%) as the cut optic nerve group (10.2%) (Fig. 3d).
However, activity in the light environment increased significantly between headless larvae
(9.9%) and larvae with the severed optic nerve (0.6%) (Fig. 3e).
The headless group were the only larvae to remain active in the light condition
throughout the entire hour, median normalized activity for all light intervals was > 0.25 (Fig.
3c). Coupled with an increased activity in the light, the trend of increased larval activity over
time in the dark was abolished in headless larvae (Fig. 3c). Unlike the control and cut optic nerve
groups, there was no significance in activity levels, during the dark, among the 10-minute time
intervals. Larvae were equally active during the first 10 minutes of the light to dark transition as
the final 10 minutes (Fig. 3c), a finding that was not observed in the control and severed nerve
groups. These results suggested that the headless animals did not sense the illumination changes.
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Fig. 3.3 Removal of the head abolishes light dependent activity behavior. a Line diagram. The vertical red line
indicates the location where the head is removed, eliminating the nerve bundle that contains axons from the
stemmata (purple ovals), antennae (an) and mouth parts (mp). The brain (bn) is left intact, located ~2mm caudal to
the stemmata, beneath the first cuticular segment of the body, the pronotum (ptm). The red ‘X’s indicate the optic
nerves which were severed during a previous surgery (see Fig. 3.2a). b Percent of frames where activity was
detected in headless larvae during exposure to light and dark environments; n = 4. c Normalized activity as a
function of time. Six 10 minute bins (x-axis) indicate consecutive 10 minute epochs; n = 4. d and e Percent activity
comparing severed optic nerve groups and headless groups in dark (d) and light (e) bouts respectively. b, d and e
Wilcoxon rank sum, asterisk indicates p < 0.05.

Photosensitivity of the stemmata
If the eyes were not responsible for driving the observed light-dependent activity, it
begged the question of whether the stemmata were functionally sensitive to light. To determine
whether stemmata were functional, I recorded visually evoked potentials from the optic nerve of
multiple eyes. Stemmata produced an average peak amplitude (~582.4µV +/- 461µV) in
response to LED stimulation (wavelength = 520nm, green) (Fig. 4). To generate a reproducible
response, the energy of the LED light stimulus was ~2.57 log units above threshold. The
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bandwidth of the LED was contained within the spectral composition of the white light used in
photo-behavior experiments. While the LED stimulus was above threshold, the irradiance was ~4
log units less than the energy contained in the same bandwidth of the white light used in the
photo-behavior experiments.

Fig. 3.4 Stemmata are sensitive to light. Extracellular recording of the entire optic nerve in response to an LED
stimulus, wavelength = 520nm. Gray recording traces indicate individual trial averages of single stemma, each from
a different animal. Each trial is composed of n = 20 repetitions. Black recording trace is the average of each of the
gray traces; n = 9. Green legend indicates the LED stimulus. The 3V vertical scale on the green legend reflects the
magnitude of the LED stimulus only, it does not apply to the extracellular evoked potentials pictured

Discussion
I presume firefly larvae to be nocturnal, at the very least due to their known activity
during nocturnal hours. To our knowledge, field observations have been limited to dusk or
nighttime conditions (McLean et al. 1972b; Buschman 1984). In part, this is due to the larval
glow, which is a necessity for the observer to locate larvae among the various obstacles in the
field (e.g., tall grass and leaf cover). Some of the most intriguing evidence of firefly larval
behavior is associated with the larval glow. Photuris firefly larvae exhibit glows lasting no more
than a few seconds during locomotion and resting activity in the field (McLean et al. 1972b). It
has been posited by multiple groups that the periodic glowing acts as an aposematic display
(Sivinski 1981b; Underwood et al. 1997b; De Cock and Matthysen 1999, 2003).
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In our laboratory, we suggest that for the aposematic display to be effectively seen by
predators, larvae would glow when ambient light levels were dim. This is consistent with the
broader concept that contrast is important for the detection of visual signals (Prudic et al. 2007;
Stevens et al. 2010). Thus, I hypothesized that firefly larval surface activity should be minimized
during light conditions where a potential predator would be unable to detect the aposematic
signal.
When larvae were exposed to binary illumination conditions, light and dark periods,
larvae exhibited significantly less activity in the light (Fig.1). All larvae tested (n = 15) were
active during dark conditions and 66.6% of larvae displayed no activity during light conditions.
Of the larvae that were active during the light environment, none had an activity level greater
than 3% of the time (Fig. 1b). Because illumination levels were changed instantaneously and not
gradually, as would occur in the field, larvae exploring the arena during the dark phase would be
susceptible to being caught on the surface of the soil when the light turned on. This was observed
as increased larval activity during the beginning of the light phase (Fig. 1c, 2c).
During the dark condition, larvae were least active when the light to dark transition
occurred and their activity increased in the latter portion of the dark phase (Fig. 1c). Again, this
could be explained by the abrupt change in illumination levels. If larvae were burrowed under
the soil in the light, it would take time after the light-dark transition before the larva exited its
burrow and began exploring the arena.

Photosensitive behaviors in larvae with severed optic nerves
I expected that stemmata would be important for triggering light dependent activity
behaviors. An unexpected result during these experiments was that larvae retained their
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sensitivity to ambient light upon removal of sensory input from the stemmata (Fig. 2). Larval
activity was significantly greater in the dark environment than in the light environment, similar
to the behaviors observed in control animals (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the measured decrease in
larval activity during both the dark and light conditions were not significantly different from the
activity measured in the dark and light conditions of the control animals (Fig. 2d,e). This
suggested that the effects of the surgery did not eliminate the sensory signals that trigger the
animal’s photic behavioral responses.
Larvae in the dark environment also demonstrated increased activity ~30 minutes after
the illumination change, similar to what was observed in the control with the exception of one
outlier that was most active during the 10-minute light interval (Fig. 2c).
Stemmata as visual receptors
Given that stemmata didn’t appear to have a role in regulating light/dark dependent
activity behaviors, it begged the question, are firefly stemmata functional visual organs, i.e., do
they respond to light stimuli? In a preliminary experiment, where multiple stemmata from
different animals were exposed to a light stimulus, I confirmed that stemmata were indeed
responsive to a visual stimulus (Fig. 4). In all cases, I recorded a visually evoked potential
(VEP). I expounded upon these results in Chapter IV by studying the stemmatal responses in the
context of spectral sensitivity and light intensity. However, the link remains unclear at this time,
between how the functionality of stemmata contributes to ecologically meaningful behaviors in
the firefly larval habitat.
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Loss of photosensitive activity behavior in headless larvae
Because light sensitive activity levels persisted in the absence of stemmatal input, I
investigated the prospect of an extraocular, photoreceptor mechanism. Such extraocular systems
have been identified in a variety of insects (For a review see Cronin and Johnsen 2016). To
identify a possible location of an extraocular receptor, I removed the heads of animals whose
optic nerves were previously severed and tested their activity responses to both light and dark
conditions. The head was a practical target for removal because of its convenient access as well
as its anatomical distinction from central nervous system processing. The head in firefly larvae is
a retractable appendage responsible for critical sensory and motor functions including vision,
olfaction and feeding, but the brain is not located in the head and thus remains intact (schematic,
Fig. 3a).
If the putative extraocular mechanism was located in the head, headless larvae would be
expected to lose the ability to detect differences in light intensity. This could cause the larva to
perceive a constantly dark environment and thus engage in dark environment behaviors. I would
expect this to result in no change within behavioral activity levels between the light and dark
conditions. However, if larvae maintained high activity in the dark and low/no activity during the
light, then the extraocular photoreceptor location would be restricted to the thorax of the larvae.
Larvae with their head removed did not exhibit light dependent changes in activity (Fig.
3). This was supported by the fact that light activity maintained a steady median value across all
time intervals (normalized, min = 0.36, max = 0.50) (Fig. 3c). In the light condition, activity
exhibited by the headless larvae were significantly increased compared to the activity of larvae
with severed optic nerves (Fig. 3e). No significant relationship between the 10 minute time
intervals during the dark environment was detected (Fig. 3c). Larvae were active during the first
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10-minute interval following the light to dark transition, a time interval where activity was
suppressed in both control and cut optic nerve groups (Fig. 3c). There was no significant
difference between larval activity in the dark environments between the severed optic nerve and
headless groups (Fig. 3d). Thus, removal of the head did not significantly alter the general
activity levels of larvae observed under dark conditions.
These data support our model that Photuris firefly larvae possess light-dependent
activity; larvae were active during the dark and displayed limited activity during the light. This
difference in behavior is likely mediated by an extraocular photosensitive mechanism located in
the head. The precise location and structure of this proposed extraocular light sensitive system is
unknown.
A possible candidate for the location of this extraocular light sensitive detector could be
the dorsal surface of the head. To gain access to the eyes and optic nerve during dissection, the
larval head must be gently removed from its retracted state6. Once the head is exposed it is
pinned down, this procedure exposes the full surface of the head. During this process, I have
observed, in every larva, a lighter, less pigmented region of cuticle on the dorsal surface of the
head (see Appendix C.2). This region is conspicuous because it is completely surrounded by
dense pigmentation, presumably functioning as protection, and no other region directly on the
head is without pigment. Speculatively speaking, this region devoid of pigmentation, might be
transparent i.e., it might allow for light to enter the head. If so, this could be a potential location
for photosensitive cells, which underlies the transparent region on the head and serves as a light
detector. I would suggest that the tissue beneath this region be further investigated to see if this
area effects light dependent activity.

6

When larvae are not moving or are disturbed, such as during handling, they retract their head beneath the
pronotum, the 1st cuticular segment on the dorsal surface of larvae (the pronotum can be seen in Fig. 2.1).
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Chapter 4 Photuris Firefly Stemmata are Sensitive to Blue and
Green Light: Evidence for Multiple Opsins
Abstract
Firefly (Coleoptera: Lampyridae) adults are an example of how visual systems can be
tuned to environmental and behavioral needs. The spectral sensitivity of their opsins have been
optimized to detect conspecific bioluminescence during courtship behavior. This has been
validated in multiple species of fireflies, whose compound eyes are tuned to the emission spectra
of their conspecific mates. Species active at dusk are most sensitive to yellow; Species active at
night are most sensitive to green. During the larval stage of the firefly’s life cycle little is known
about their behavioral ecology. Larvae are bioluminescent. Larvae of the Photuris genus, emit
glows in the green region of the visible spectrum. I hypothesized that the stemmata of larvae
(i.e., their eyes) would be most sensitive to light that overlaps with the emission of the larval
bioluminescence. Using extracellular suction electrode recordings of whole eye activity, I
determined that stemmata were sensitive to a broad spectrum of light stimuli ranging at least
from blue to red. The visually evoked potentials (VEPs) of stemmata to blue and green light had
significantly higher amplitudes than to longer wavelengths (yellow, orange and red) (one-way
ANOVA, Tukey post-test, p < 0.05). To test if these results were mediated by a single opsin, or
multiple opsins, I used a chromatic adaption assay, where the sensitivity of stemmata to blue or
green light was recorded following prolonged exposure (60s) to light of the same and the
opposing wavelength (blue or green light). Green light VEPs were significantly reduced
following 60s exposure to blue light (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05, Tukey post-test), whereas,
blue light VEP was not affected following a 60s exposure to green light (one-way ANOVA, p >
0.05, Tukey post-test). These results were consistent with a model supporting more than one
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spectrally distinct photoreceptor opsin. The behavioral implications are not known, but these data
confirm that the green emission spectra of firefly larvae is within the detectable range of the
larval stemmata. This study provides a basis to build ecological implications based on
wavelength specific stimuli.
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Introduction
Insect eyes and their underlying visual systems are a testament to the diversity of form
and function found throughout the class of Insecta (Giurfa and Menzel 1997; Rivera and Oakley
2009). Visual system variety arises in part, due to a confluence of environmental conditions,
species-specific behavioral constraints and genomic modifications by genetic duplications and
deletions. These factors, acting throughout insect evolution, have tuned visual systems to
function across habitats with a wide range of sensitivity to wavelengths and ambient light
intensity levels (Lythgoe 1984; Stavenga 1992; Chittka 1997; Land 1999). Variations manifest in
the architectural and neural design of the visual organ (Warrant 1999; Narendra et al. 2013) as
well as the genetics of the visual receptor (Seki and Vogt 1998).
Primitive insects inherited three different opsins from their crustacean ancestors, with
spectral absorption sensitivities over a broad range: UV (350 nm), blue (440 nm) and green i.e.,
long wavelength (520 nm) (Briscoe and Chittka 2001b; Porter et al. 2007). Through lineage
specific opsin mutations, different insects display additional photopigment compositions with
various spectral sensitivities. Butterflies and dragonflies for example have multiple types of
opsins arising from duplications that have produced a multitude of spectral sensitivities (Frentiu
et al. 2007; Futahashi et al. 2015). Spectral sensitivities of opsin proteins are further modified by
screening pigments, which are absorptive pigment granules that color the eye’s outward
appearance. Screening pigments can act as filters by absorbing certain wavelengths of light and
allowing filtered light to reach the opsin (Stavenga 2002). Knowledge of the opsins within a
visual system and their spectral sensitivity can provide a basis for understanding species-specific
behaviors of insects within their natural environment.
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Fireflies are an example of the interaction between the environment and visually
mediated behavior. Adult fireflies are nocturnal and they communicate using bioluminescent
flashes that are characterized by species-specific timing and flash duration (Lloyd 1971).
Detection of these flash signals is mediated via the firefly superposition compound eyes,
described by Horridge (1969b).
Certain fireflies are active during environments containing different ambient light
intensities (Seliger et al. 1982). Twilight active fireflies emit a yellowish flash that enhances the
signal to noise ratio of the bioluminescence against the abundance of ambient green light that is
reflected from surrounding foliage. The visual system of these fireflies show spectral attenuation
to green light and a narrow peak sensitivity matching the yellow spectral emission from the
lantern of species of fireflies active at dusk (Lall et al. 1980, 1988). By contrast, nighttime active
fireflies emit flash signals in the green part of the spectrum and their visual systems have a
broadband sensitivity with peak absorbance within 5 nm of the lantern emission (Lall 1981a).
In addition to opsins with sensitivity to the wavelength of conspecific lantern emissions,
adult fireflies were physiologically demonstrated to contain at least one additional opsin sensitive
to UV (Lall et al. 1980). In subsequent studies, Lall (1982) demonstrated via electroretinograms
that adult fireflies contained a third opsin, spectrally optimized to the violet region of the visible
spectrum. However, this finding was at odds with molecular studies performed years later that
confirmed the identity of only two opsins in adult fireflies, the UV sensitive and long wavelength
sensitive opsin (Martin et al. 2015). Nevertheless, the adult firefly visual system encapsulates
how components of the visual system may be matched to their ecological niche.
Larval vision is mediated by stemmata, organs that differ significantly from the adult
compound eye. Stemmata are unique to holometabolous insects, a hyper-diverse clade of insects
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occupying many different environments with different spectral compositions. Little is known
about the optical properties or behavioral function of firefly stemmata. I elected to determine
spectral sensitivity of the stemmata to establish a physiological foundation that would inform
studies into the behavioral role of larval vision. For example, sensitivity to green light might
suggest the ability to see the glow of other firefly larvae; whereas sensitivity to blue light might
suggest a sensitivity to skylight; sensitivity to red light, albeit less prevalent throughout insects,
is found in insect species who associate with particular foliage, e.g., flowers (Martínez-Harms et
al. 2012).
Wavelength specific behaviors are seen in a variety of insect species. These behaviors
rely on the intensity of the light stimulus and are facilitated by spectrally distinct populations of
photoreceptors projecting to different areas of the insect nervous system (Song and Lee 2018). I
proposed three simple models postulating the presence of one or more spectrally distinct
photoreceptor population(s) in firefly larval stemmata. Elucidating the spectral sensitivity of the
visual system and the putative presence of multiple wavelength receptive channels, will provide
a framework to begin investigating particular wavelength stimuli and their behavioral relevance.

Materials and Methods
Animal collection and storage
Photuris firefly larvae were collected locally near Storrs, CT, USA from September –
October 2017, 2000-2200 hrs. Soil was retained from the collection site and larvae were housed
in containers with soil from the site and maintained at room temperature (21°C). Containers were
watered daily and lined with a water absorbent substrate (Datesand Ltd) to maintain moisture.
Larvae were fed worms and slugs.
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Dissection
Using the tip of a 25 Gauge needle as a micro scalpel an incision was made surrounding
the stemmata, leaving the lens of the eye intact. A region of cuticle surrounding the eye was left
to allow for handling and pinning the eye in place. The optic nerve was severed transversely
allowing access to the optic nerve axons. A minutien pin was placed through the remaining
cuticle surrounding the stemmata to anchor it into place. The entire stemmata-nerve preparation
was kept submerged in firefly larval saline (Carlson 1968).
Electrophysiology: Spectral Sensitivity
Visual evoked potentials (VEPs)
All recordings from stemmata were performed in a dark room. VEPs were recorded with
suction electrodes (borosilicate pipette, tip diameter ~35µm, backfilled with firefly larval saline).
Negative pressure was applied to the electrode to draw in the cut end of the optic nerve (see
surgical procedures, above). A fiber optic, connected to a custom device containing multiple
wavelength specific LEDs, was positioned ~5mm away from the stemmata. LED intensity was
controlled using PowerLab (ADInstruments Model ML4856) hardware and extracellular field
potentials were recorded (High pass filter 10Hz, sampling rate of 20KHz) and analyzed using
LabChart software (ADInstruments v8) (Fig 4.1 a,b).
Spectral sensitivity, energy response curve
Stemmata were exposed to selected wavelengths across the visible spectrum (456, 520,
594, 607 and 634 nm). The intensity of the wavelength specific light stimulus was increased
incrementally. Amplitude was measured as the voltage difference between the maximum voltage
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value of the VEP and the voltage immediately prior to each visual stimulus (Fig. 2b). The
maximum VEP voltage value was extracted using the ‘maximum value’ function in LabChart 8
software.
Electrophysiology: chromatic adaptation
The chromatic adaptation protocol comprised three phases: (i) an initial probe stimulus of
energy above threshold7 for the selected wavelength (threshold information was gathered from
results in Fig. 1c). (ii) an adaptation stimulus consisting of high intensity light at a specific
wavelength for a prolonged duration. (iii) a post-adaptation probe stimulus, identical in intensity,
wavelength and duration to the initial probe stimulus (Fig. 3a). In this dissertation, I define a
probe stimulus as a square pulse of light, 25 ms duration that is always delivered before (initial
probe) and after (post-adaptation probe) the adaptation event. The initial and post-adaptation
probe stimuli were always the same wavelength. The VEP recorded in response to the initial
probe stimulus provides a baseline, reference event, to which the post-adaptation probe response
can be compared. Immediately following the initial probe stimulus, stemmata were presented
with a 60s square pulse adaptation stimulus. Stemmata were then presented with the postadaptation probe stimulus, a 25ms square wave pulse of light commencing immediately after the
adaptation event (defined as t = 0s) and continuing once every 60s for up to five minutes (Fig.
4.2a).

7

Threshold is defined as the first evoked potential that could be reliably and reproducibly deciphered from the
background activity, ± 5 µV
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Spectral measurements
The range of wavelengths for each LED used (456, 520, 594, 607 and 634 nm) was
measured using a Metrue light meter (Model # SIM-2 plus). LEDs were positioned ~5mm above
the sensor in a dark room and the spectral characteristics of the light were recorded. Light
intensity of each LED stimulus was measured as spectral irradiance, the amount of light energy
over a unit area (in this dissertation light intensity units were expressed as µW/cm2). These
values were retrieved from calibration curves normalized for each LED as a function of source
voltage (Appendix B.1).
Statistics
Significance among all recorded and compared VEPs within Figs. 1 (c-e), 2 (b,c) and 3
(a,b) was identified using a one-way ANOVA. Specific differences were determined with a
Tukey’s post-test. All statistical analyses was performed using the R software package.

Results
Spectral Sensitivity
VEPs were recorded extracellularly, from the entire population of photoreceptor axons
within the optic nerve in response to LED light stimuli delivered to the stemmata at selected
wavelengths (456, 520, 594, 607 and 634 nm) (Fig. 1). These wavelengths were selected because
of the emission spectra of readily available LEDs (see Appendix B.2 for LED spectral
characteristics). Stimuli were presented to the stemmata using a fiber optic guide placed directly
above the stemmata (Fig. 1a). Light intensities were controlled by adjusting the current applied
to each diode using PowerLab (ADInstruments Model: ML4856). Thus, individual light
intensities were systematically increased for each wavelength until a VEP response was
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distinguishable from the background activity (+/- 5µV), referred to as the threshold. VEPs were
characterized as a biphasic waveform in which I measured the amplitude to quantify the
magnitude of the response (Fig. 1b). Stemmata had the lowest threshold to blue light (456 nm),
responding to a light intensity of ~0.01 µW/cm2, while red light (634 nm) required the highest
stimulus intensity to reach a detectable threshold, ~0.6 µW/cm2, a 1.7 log (60x) increase in light
energy (Fig. 1c).

Fig. 4.1 Spectral sensitivity of stemmata. a Extracellular optic nerve suction electrode recording set-up. The
stemma and optic nerve were isolated from the surrounding head structures. Negative pressure was used to guide the
cut end of the optic nerve into the pipette. A fiber optic light guide was positioned adjacent to the stemma to
concentrate light stimuli to the lens of eye. The fiber optic is manually inserted into a port corresponding with a
single LED of interest. The intensity of light delivered by the LED was initiated by a source voltage that allowed for
control of current being supplied to an individual diode. LED = light emitting diode, mp = mouth parts, an =
antenna. b Example extracellular visually evoked potential. The amplitude was the voltage difference measured
between rest and the top of the first peak. c Energy response curve for select wavelengths (456, 520, 594, 607 and
634 nm). The colors of each curve correspond to the color region of the wavelength stimulus on the visible
spectrum. Each point is the average VEP response amplitude at a given intensity for each wavelength (minimum n =
3, max n = 9). Solid arrows indicate the average EPmax (see text for details) d Light intensity required at each
wavelength to generate the evoked potential target amplitude, the EPmax of red light. These data were taken from the
section marked by the black dotted line in ‘c.’ Asterisks indicate significance * = p < 0.05. e VEP normalized to the
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wavelength that produced the highest EPmax response. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Asterisks indicate
significance *** = p < 0.001. The color bars overlaid on the x-axis in ‘c’ and ‘d’ indicate the color in the visible
spectrum of the corresponding stimulus wavelength

The average maximum evoked potential (EPmax) recorded from stemmata (n = 5
stemmata, one from each of 5 larvae) was 848µV ± 442 µV in response to a blue light stimulus
of 12 µW/cm2. The response to blue light began to plateau at stimulus intensities > 0.4 µW/cm2,
with an EPmax at 18µW/cm2 (blue arrow, Fig. 1c). Increasing stimulus intensity to 300 µW/cm2
resulted in an average decrease of the VEP by 53.65% from 848µV to 393µV. Stemmata were
similarly responsive to green light (520nm). The EPmax (672 µV) to green light was elicited by a
stimulus intensity of 20µW/cm2. At stimulus intensities ≥ 30µW/cm2 the VEPs in response to
green light began to decline (green arrow, Fig. 1c). Stemmata were sensitive to longer
wavelengths (594, 607 and 634 nm), however, they had significantly lower EPmax values in
response to yellow and orange (Fig. 1c). VEPs in response to both yellow and orange light began
to decline once the stimulus intensities exceeded the light intensity used to generate the EPmax
response (yellow and orange arrows, Fig. 1c). Stemmata were also sensitive to red, however, an
EPmax was not identified. The largest average VEP recorded in response to red light was 89 µV
+/- 101µV, which corresponded to the maximum capacity of the stimulus intensity produced by
the red LED (red arrow, Fig. 1c). Thus, 89µV represents the minimum possible peak VEP in
response to a red light stimulus of 634nm.
While the EPmax to red light is unknown, the max VEP, 89µV, recorded in these
experiments was matched using significantly less stimulus intensity at each of the other
wavelengths (Fig. 1d). To achieve a VEP of 89µV in response to blue light required an intensity
of ~.03µW/cm2, a 3.88 log decrease (7,666x). Blue light approximated the EPmax of red light at a
light intensity value lower than the threshold intensities of each of the longer wavelength stimuli
(yellow, orange and red) (Fig. 1c,d).
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In these experiments, there was high variability among the EPmax produced by stemmata,
possibly due to electrode characteristics such as tip size. To account for this variability and
facilitate comparisons among subjects, data were normalized to the maximum VEP recorded
from a stemmata irrespective of wavelength (Fig. 1e). I found that stemmata were most sensitive
to blue and green light and significantly less sensitive to longer wavelengths (one way ANOVA
p < 0.001, Tukey post-test) (Fig. 1e). However, there was no significant difference recorded
between the normalized EPmax of blue and green light as well as no significance found among the
EPmax values of the longer wavelengths (yellow, orange and red).
Chromatic adaptation
Refer to Materials and Methods for a definition of the two types of probe stimuli: initial probe
stimulus and post-adaptation probe stimulus
The VEPs of the eye demonstrated sensitivity across a broad spectrum. However, it
remains unknown if the spectral sensitivity of the eye was mediated by one or more visual
pigment(s). To test for the presence of spectrally diverse visual pigments, I recorded VEPs from
the stemmata following a prolonged (60s) adaptation stimulus of either green or blue light (Fig.
2). Adaptation was performed using the same intensity for each wavelength (iso-intensity),
13µW/cm2. For each wavelength (520 nm; 456 nm) I recorded VEPs following the adaptation
stimulus using the monochromatic protocol outlined in figure 2 i and iii, that is, with the probe
stimuli at the same wavelength as the adaptation event. Validation of the monochromatic
adaptation protocol was accomplished by demonstrating that the adaptation event did influence
the VEP post-adaptation probe amplitudes in response to high intensity wavelength specific
stimulation. Prior to the blue adaptation event, there was a strong VEP in response to an initial
probe stimulus of blue light. Following exposure to the adaptation stimulus, there was a
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significant reduction to the amplitude of the VEP to the post-adaptation probe stimulus (0
seconds) (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.01, Tukey post-test) (Fig. 2b). Likewise, the green adaptation
event precipitated a significant decrease in VEP amplitude of the post-adaptation probe stimulus
as compared to the initial probe stimulus (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05, Tukey post-test) (Fig. 2c).
Thus, each wavelength was a successful adaptation agent. This allowed me to interrogate the
cross-color effects of an adaptation stimulus event of a distinct wavelength in comparison to the
probe stimuli (panels ii and iv, Fig 2).

Fig. 4.2 Chromatic adaptation protocol and monochromatic adaptation. a Chromatic adaptation protocol. Top: Line
diagram of the general methodology for the adaptation paradigm. Bottom: Schematic of the specific chromatic
adaptation protocols, numbered i,ii,iii,iv. i,iii: monochromatic adaptation. ii,iv: bi-chromatic adaptation. b Blue
monochromatic adaptation.‘i’ corresponds to the adaptation protocol outlined in the bottom panel of part ‘a’. c
Green monochromatic adaptation. ‘iii’ corresponds to the adaptation protocol outlined in the bottom panel of part
‘a’. Gray lines indicate trials of individual stemma; red line indicates average of individual trials. Asterisks indicate
significance, ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05.
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I next determined if adaptation to one wavelength affected the sensitivity of stemmata
photoreceptors to other wavelengths (Fig. 3). Here, I implemented a bi-chromatic protocol, i.e.,
the adaptation wavelength differed from the wavelength of the probe stimuli (panels ii and iv,
Fig. 2a). The VEP in response to a green light post-adaptation probe stimulus was significantly
decreased (20% of the initial probe VEP) immediately following the chromatic adaptation
exposure to blue light (one-way ANOVA, Tukey post-test, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3a). Initial probe
stimulus response levels were recovered ~120 seconds after adaptation, 60s longer than the
recovery time required in the monochromatic experiments for the green probe stimuli (Fig. 2c).
This observed cross-wavelength interaction was lost when green light was used as the adaptation
stimulus. The VEP in response to a post-adaptation probe stimulus of blue light was unaffected
compared to the initial probe stimulus, following the green light adaptation period (Fig. 3b).
There was no significant difference in the evoked response amplitude to the initial probe
stimulus, average 91%, and the response of the post-adaptation probe stimulus 0s after chromatic
adaptation to green light, average 90% (n = 5, one-way ANOVA p > 0.05).

Discussion
These results revealed the broad spectral sensitivity of the stemmata of firefly larvae.
Broad spectral sensitivity can be achieved by different mechanisms (Peitsch et al. 1992; D.
2002). Here, I propose three distinct models that examine how different compositions of the
visual pigments within the stemmata might account for our results (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4.3 Bi-chromatic adaptation. a Green stimulus, blue adaptation event. Top: VEP traces of n = 1 stemma. Red
trace indicates the VEP response to the initial probe stimulus, solid black line indicates recovery VEP response,
dotted lines indicate significantly decreased VEP responses from post-adaptation probe VEPs. Bottom: Effect of a
blue adaptation event on the green stimulus probe VEP response. b Blue stimulus, green adaptation. Top: VEP
traces of n = 1 stemma. Red trace indicates the VEP response to the initial probe stimulus, solid black line indicates
recovery VEP response to the post-adaptation probe stimulus. Bottom: Effect of a green adaptation event on the
blue stimulus probe VEP response. Bottom panels (a,b): gray lines indicate individual stemma trials; red lines
indicates average of individual trials

Model I: All photoreceptors in the eye have the same visual pigment i.e., the same
rhodopsin. If this were true, photic stimulation would be absorbed at multiple wavelengths along
the visible spectrum, between 456 nm and 634nm, with peak sensitivity at shorter wavelengths.
The shape of the light intensity curve would reflect the relationship observed between stimulus
intensity and VEP response: higher intensities of longer wavelength stimuli would be required to
generate VEPs (Fig. 4a). In this model, a prolonged adaptation stimulus of high intensity should,
in theory, silence the photoreceptors from being recruited immediately following the adaptation
event.
Model II: Firefly stemmata have more than one spectrally distinct visual pigment with
non-overlapping wavelength sensitivities (Fig. 4b). In the simplest case, I hypothesize two
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different visual pigments: one with peak sensitivity in the blue part of the visible spectrum and a
second visual pigment most sensitive to green light. To satisfy the criteria of non-overlapping
absorption sensitivities, the blue sensitive opsin must be restricted to wavelengths < 520 nm, the
wavelength of the green LED used in these experiments, to which the stemmata were sensitive.
Because we know the eye was sensitive to wavelengths in the red part of the spectrum, to prevent
overlap, the green sensitive opsin would be sensitive to a broader range of wavelength stimuli
within the visible spectrum.
Model III: Visual pigments with overlapping absorption sensitivity. Similar to model II,
one visual pigment has a peak sensitivity to blue light and the other visual pigment has a peak
sensitivity to green light. The important difference is that the visual pigments share overlapping
absorption sensitivities to the same sub-set of wavelengths (Fig. 4c). The sharpness of the
sensitivity curve for each visual pigment cannot be determined from these extracellular data;
therefore, for simplicity, the degree of overlap featured in figure 4c, only serves to illustrate an
example of this type of model. I acknowledge that if the visual pigments overlap in their spectral
sensitivities, this can be achieved in a multitude of ways.

Fig. 4.4 Proposed visual pigment models. a Uniform visual pigment model for all photoreceptors. b,c Models for a
system with more than one visual pigment. (b) Two visual pigments that do not absorb the same wavelengths. (c)
Two visual pigments that have overlapping absorption curves, i.e., sharing sensitivity to a subset of wavelengths.
The color bars on the x-axes indicate the color in the visible spectrum of the corresponding wavelength
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To differentiate between these proposed models, I employed a chromatic adaptation assay
to exploit the mechanism of phototransduction unique to invertebrates (see Appendix B.3 for a
brief review on this mechanism). The assay employed in this study was adapted from the
chromatic adaptation experiment, titled and performed by Lall et al., in which, prolonged
monochromatic stimuli were used to silence specific opsins in the adult firefly ommatidia,
effectively isolating the remaining opsins to respond to desired spectral stimuli (Lall et al. 1982).
The amplitude of the VEP was used to assess the effect of wavelength specific adaptation. I
concentrated on green and blue regions of the spectrum, where the eye was most sensitive (Fig.
1c,d,e). This finding may be indictive of a dichromatic visual system (i.e., two spectrally distinct
receptors), one with peak sensitivity to blue and a second opsin with peak sensitivity to green.
The sensitivity of the stemmata was not tested at wavelengths shorter than 456nm, this does not
specifically address whether the peak sensitivity of the short wavelength receptor was tuned to
blue light8. Rather, the chromatic adaptation experiments were carried out to resolve whether the
stemmata can be explained by a dichromatic model.

Validation of the chromatic adaptation methodology
Blue and green light were both effective adapting agents as evidenced by the reduced
VEP post-adaption probe stimuli in the monochromatic adaptation experiments (Fig. 2b,c). After
blue adaptation, the response to lower intensity blue light stimulation, the VEP amplitude
decreased significantly (~45% of the initial probe VEP average amplitude) (one-way ANOVA,
Tukey post-test p < 0.01) (Fig. 2a). Initial probe VEP response amplitudes were recovered ~60
seconds after exposure to the adaptation treatment. Similarly, the VEP of stemmata exposed to a

8

Most insects have a UV sensitive opsin (Briscoe and Chittka 2001b). I cannot resolve whether the sensitivity of
stemmata to blue light was the peak sensitivity of the receptor. I.e., the receptor may have peak sensitivity to UV
light with a broad spectral range incorporating violet and blue light.
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green light chromatic adaptation event responded to lower intensity green stimulation at a lower
sensitivity (60% of pre-adapted levels) (one-way ANOVA p < 0.05, Tukey post-test) (Fig. 3c).
The fact that the sensitivity of the stemmata was indeed decreased when adapted by a prolonged
stimulus of the same color validates the efficacy of the adaptation methodology for both blue and
green wavelengths.

Testing the models
Applying the adaptation stimulus for comparisons across wavelengths, can help
distinguish between the models. In the bi-chromatic protocols (Fig. 2a, panels ii and iv) I looked
for whether the adaptation event effected the post-adaption probe VEPs. Applied for example to
model I, where stemmata were postulated to be composed of photoreceptors containing a
uniform population of visual pigment, I implemented chromatic adaptation protocols ii and iv
(Fig. 2a, bottom panel). Under this single visual pigment model, post-adaptation probe responses
to blue and green spectral stimuli would be equally and significantly impacted by the treatment
of an adaptation event of the opposite wavelength, i.e., I would expect that VEPs responding to
blue probe stimuli would be significantly decreased following a green adaptation event.
Similarly, VEPs responding to green probe stimuli would be significantly decreased following a
blue adaptation event. As in the control experiments, each LED was operated to emit the same
stimulus energy (13 µW/cm2), greater than 1 log unit (10x) above the threshold intensity for each
wavelength (see figure 1c for threshold information). The blue adaption event, significantly
decreased the stemmata’s VEP to green light stimuli (Fig. 3a). However, the reciprocal trend was
not observed. Adaptation to the green light had no effect on the VEP response to blue light (Fig.
3b). Two distinct wavelength stimuli had different effects on the VEPs of the stemmata
following bi-chromatic adaptation protocols. This argues against model I (a single receptor
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model), where I would expect similar effects of post-adaptation probe VEPs for both
wavelengths.
While each wavelength did not have reciprocal effects on each other, a blue light
adaptation stimulus at 456 nm, was sufficient to significantly decrease the post-adaptation probe
VEPs of the stemmata when stimulated by green light of the same intensity. This suggested that
blue light was absorbed by enough of the green opsins within the eye to diminish the VEP output
magnitude of the stemmata to the green light probe stimulus. If the visual pigments were
spectrally distinct, i.e., did not have overlapping absorption curves, then adapting one pigment
should have no effect on the response to the other pigment. Thus, these results failed to be
explained by model II, where I hypothesized two non-interacting visual pigments.
Our results were best supported by an unknown variant of model III, where at least two
visual pigments with spectrally distinct absorbance characteristics shared sensitivity to a subset
of wavelengths. It is not clear from these data what the wavelength specific absorption curves
were for each visual pigment. However, one explanation could be that the blue receptor overlaps
with a larger portion of the green receptor’s absorbance curve. This would explain the degree to
which the blue light adaptation event diminished the green light post-adaptation probe stimulus.
The reciprocal effect was not observed because green light was not absorbed by as large a
population of blue visual pigments. Following this rationale, a large percentage of the green
visual pigment would have absorbed blue light during the blue light adaptation event, rendering
the green receptors silent during the subsequent post-adaptation probe stimulus. Conversely, a
green light adaptation event would not be absorbed by as many of the blue visual pigment
containing receptors, allowing those photoreceptors to be activated upon immediate stimulation
by the post-adaptation blue light probe.
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Behavioral implication
Of the wavelengths tested, Photuris stemmata were most sensitive in the blue/green
region of the visible spectrum (Fig. 1). Chromatic adaptation of two different wavelengths
suggested a model where multiple pigments exist within the stemmata and they contain
asymmetrical yet overlapping spectral sensitivity curves (Fig. 3). While the exact mechanism
was not determined in this study, these data strongly suggested that the eye was not composed of
a single visual pigment (see model III, Fig. 4).
Stemmata were also found to be responsive to longer wavelengths but not as sensitive to
shorter wavelengths. The EPmax responses for yellow, orange and red were significantly
decreased in amplitude compared to blue and green VEPs. Because the VEP collected aggregate
activity from all axons (and presumably all photoreceptors), these data could not differentiate
between the following possibilities: (i) that all photoreceptors of stemmata are weakly sensitive
to longer wavelengths (ii) a very small subset of photoreceptors contain a long wavelength
photopigment sensitive to wavelengths ≥ 594 nm or (iii) longer wavelengths of light are strongly
attenuated by the screening pigment granules found within the stemmata.
Taken together, these data support the presence of at least two visual pigments. I
speculate that this may have specific behavioral implications that warrant future study. Though
there is still no evidence that larvae react in any way to the glows of conspecific larvae, we now
know, that the mechanism exists for stemmata to be sensitive to green i.e., the glow of
conspecific lanterns.
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Chapter 5 Behavioral implications and future directions
As a holometabolous insect, Photuris fireflies exist in two dissimilar forms during their
life cycle that interact with their environment: larva and adult. Both life stages are characterized
by specific attributes that facilitate stage-specific behaviors. An example of this is the firefly
visual system. Adults have compound eyes and larvae have stemmata. The adult visual system of
fireflies has been well studied, structurally, functionally and behaviorally (Horridge 1969b;
Lloyd 1971; Lall 1981b; Carlson and Copeland 1985c; Lall et al. 1988; Martin et al. 2015). In
contrast to the adult visual system, the single-lensed firefly stemmata were of a previously
undescribed structure, function and behavior. Understanding firefly stemmata and the function of
their visual system allows for intra-organismal comparisons between these two distinct sensory
systems.

Future expansion of novel findings
The work presented in this dissertation provides the foundation for an understanding of
the visual organs of Photuris firefly larvae, the stemmata, and how they might be tuned to the
behavioral and ecological needs of the animal. Key areas are primed for continued exploration to
advance our understanding of how the stemmata of the Photuris firefly larval visual system is
organized and contributes to behavior.
What is the significance of the stemmata being comprised of two lobes?
I found that the larval eye of the Photuris genus of fireflies was a bi-lobed, fusionstemmata where each lobe contained its own rhabdom (Chapter II). Structurally, I observed no
evidence that the rhabdoms were physically connected. This suggested that each rhabdom has its
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own photoreceptive structure. The function of this organization remains unknown and begs the
following questions: What is the functional significance of the bi-lobed structure? Is there a
functional specialization between the photoreceptor properties and the lobe within which the
receptor is located? Two findings of this work bear on these questions:
i.

Axons within the optic nerve may be separable into two groups based on their crosssectional area. (Fig. 2.3b).
Neurons across sensory systems in animals and insects alike are morphologically

designed for specific function. Examples of this are found in the odorant receptors of the
olfactory system (Slankster et al. 2019), the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways of the
visual system (Solomon et al. 2002) and in the diameters of optic nerve axons of both vertebrates
and invertebrates (Perge et al. 2012). The differences within the physical parameters of the cell
size and shape correlate with functional specializations. The two sizes of axons in the optic nerve
of firefly stemmata may be an example of that. Perhaps, the axons with larger cross-sectional
area belong to photoreceptors that are functionally distinct from the photoreceptors that have
smaller axonal cross-sectional area. Through visual inspection of optic nerve cross sections, it
seemed that there was a spatial segregation of the two axon populations. The large and small
axons appeared topologically grouped within the optic nerve (Fig. 2.3b). Might the individual
groups of axons be segregated in a lobe specific way, i.e., are the larger axon afferents from one
lobe and the smaller axons afferents from the other lobe? The possibility that these represent
distinct projections from individual lobes makes this an appealing target to investigate potential
functional specializations of the two lobes.
Building off the finding that the optic nerve axons were separable by size, coupled with
the idea that these axons may be topographically organized by lobe, led to the question: do
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photoreceptor axons project to different regions within the brain? Preliminary experiments to
investigate photoreceptor projections were provided by two distinct anterograde labelling
experiments. In both experiments, the cut end of the optic nerve was incubated with either a
fluorescently conjugated tracer (dextran Texas-red, 3KDa) or cobalt chloride (5% cobalt chloride
solution). Both tracers revealed that the photoreceptor axons projected to at least three different
locations within the brain (Fig. 5.1) (see Appendix C.1 for the methods associated with this
figure). This was an interesting result considering our previous findings, that the eye was
comprised of two lobes and analysis of the cross-sectional areas of photoreceptor axons revealed
two distinct populations. The anatomical and functional significance of this tri-partite
organization remains unknown. However, it opens up the exciting possibility that the larval brain
may receive multiple modalities of visual information (i.e., light intensity, spectral composition,
etc.) to be processed in/by different neuropil structures. Much work remains toward
understanding the anatomical and functional relationship among the dual lobe structure of the
stemmata, the two populations of visual axons and how the axons were segregated into three
projection targets within the brain.

Fig. 5.1 Photoreceptor axons from the stemmata project to three different locations in the larval brain. a,b
Fluorescent labelling with Dextran-Texas Red. a Volume reconstruction of serial images of the optic nerve. b
Digital cross section through the three bundles of visual projections of the optic nerve pictured in ‘a.’ The plane of
section is indicated by the green rectangle. Scales = 100 µm. c Cobalt chloride tracing of the optic nerve into the
brain. Scale = 50 µm. Arrows indicate one of three distinct locations in the brain of the incoming photoreceptor
axons
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The bi-lobed structure of the stemmata, the different sizes of visual axons and their
segregation within the optic nerve, and the tracing of first order visual neurons into the brain,
were suggestive of anatomical specializations at multiple levels of the visual system. Currently,
there is no functional explanation for this organization. It is exciting to speculate that different
elements of visual information, e.g., light intensity discrimination, color detection, wavelength
specific behaviors or circadian functions, might be sequestered in anatomically distinct regions.
To begin investigating some of the interesting anatomical observations of the larval
visual system, studies focusing on small populations or individual cell tracing methods would be
useful. To date, the anatomical work in this project focused on the gross morphological
characteristics of the visual system. Deciphering the first order visual circuit will require
techniques that label individual cells that can be traced from the visual sensors to the neural
targets. Employing anatomical techniques with greater cell selectivity will facilitate the
elucidation of a potential topographical relationship between lobe specific photoreceptors and
their location within the larval brain.

ii.

The spectral sensitivity of the stemmata was consistent with a model containing more
than one spectrally distinct visual pigment opsin (Fig. 4.4).
The sequestration of visual information to multiple channels shaped by the visual

pigments can mean many things and manifest in a wide range of behavioral capability.
Sophisticated behaviors may be facilitated by the ability to discriminate between wavelengths.
Examples of this are seen in insects, such as bees. Bees are regarded as having true color vision,
which involves multiple levels of neural processing (Von Frisch 1914).
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Numerous anatomical techniques have been employed to detect and localize visual
pigments, in adult ommatidia. Micro-spectrophotometry has been used to detect different visual
pigment classes in adult fireflies (Cronin et al. 2000) as well as honey bees (Stavenga 1992).
Molecular techniques such as RNA sequencing and in-situ hybridization have also been
successful in the elucidation of insect visual pigments in compound eye ommatidia. In adult
Photuris fireflies, RNA sequencing was used to identify the presence of distinct visual pigment
classes (Martin et al. 2015). Additionally, in-situ hybridization techniques have enabled the
localization of select visual pigments to assess their anatomical distribution within specific
regions of the compound eye, this has been performed in both honey bees and butterflies
(Briscoe and Chittka 2001b). Adapting such methods of investigation to firefly larvae could
assist in anatomically deciphering the visual pigment distribution within stemmata. This would
address the question of whether visual pigments are regionalized to specific lobes.
Functionally teasing apart the photoreceptors within each lobe could be accomplished
using electrophysiological methods such as loose patch juxta-cellular recordings, which are
sensitive to single, or small populations of cells (Joshi and Hawken 2006; Pinault 2011). Based
on the anatomical location of the lobes in the intact animal (Fig. S2.2) fine electrodes can be
maneuvered into the stemmata while testing the spectral characteristics of the photoreceptors
within a single lobe.
Stemmata are not driving the light dependent activity behavior.
Severing the optic nerves did not abolish the light dependent activity behavior of firefly
larvae suggesting that a light sensitive sensory organ other than the stemmata enabled the
light/dark activity pattern. This was an unexpected result. However, removal of the larval head
was sufficient to abolish the light/dark activity dependent behaviors, further suggesting that this
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putative light sensitive sensory organ was located in the head. The head of a firefly larva does
not contain the brain. The brain of Photuris fireflies was located beneath the first cuticular
segment, i.e., the pronotum, so removal of the head did not remove the brain. However, it did
remove multiple sensory structures including mouth parts for foraging, antennae for olfaction
and the stemmata for vision. As mentioned previously (Chapter III Discussion) the retractable
nature of the head necessitated pinning the head in place during dissection. On all larvae
dissected, I noticed a region on the head that was distinct from its surroundings. The Photuris
firefly larval head was entirely covered in pigmented cuticle except for two locations: the
antennae, which extended off the head and a small region (~4.9mm2) centrally positioned on the
head itself (see Appendix C.2). Insect antennae are well known for their olfactory functions
(Hansson and Stensmyr 2011) and not typically associated with visually driven behavior. Thus, I
propose that this small centrally positioned region be investigated as the potential site for
photosensitive non-ocular cells, since the lack of pigment may be a specialization for light
transmission.
Anatomically, tissues below this location could be harvested and processed for
ultrastructural serial sectioning. If there are cells specialized for photoreception then I would
expect to see evidence for rhabdomere structures at this location outside the stemmata (Döring et
al. 2013; Birkholz and Beane 2017). It is worth mentioning that extraocular receptors contain
rhabdomeres identical in structure (i.e., microvillus folds that house pigment) to eyes. However,
they do not use an opsin based photopigment, rather these receptors use a distinct class of
pigment known as ‘cryptochrome’ (Birkholz and Beane 2017). In experiments done by Birkholz
and Beane (2017) they revealed that cryptochrome in Planaria is sensitive to either UV or blue
light. I mention this because in experiments where I exposed firefly larvae to stepwise intensity
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increases of monochromatic blue or green light, larvae did not behave in the expected activity
dependent manor as demonstrated in Chapter II, where I used a white light LED. At the time of
performing these experiments, the results were puzzling, but perhaps could be explained by a
cryptochrome pigment that was not sensitive to the specific wavelengths tested. These results
which were analyzed by inspection only, are preliminary. Further investigation of the location
and spectral sensitivity of this potential extraocular mechanism are required.
A behavioral approach to investigating this structure might be accomplished by
application of opaque materials i.e., pigment-based ink, in which a thin layer can be applied to
this area of cuticle and prevent light from stimulating these cells. If these larvae lose their light
dependent activity behavior, this would be evidence supporting the presence of extraocular
photoreceptors at this location.

Proposed behavioral functions of the stemmata and the Photuris firefly larval visual
system
Independent of whether the eye facilitates light dependent activity behaviors, the broader
question remains: What are the behavioral roles of the stemmata? Insect eyes in general have
been implicated in navigation, foraging, predation, communication and aspects of learning
(Hassell and Southwood 1978; Wehner et al. 1996; Collett and Collett 2002; Stanger-Hall and
Lloyd 2015), which, if any of these functions are mediated by the stemmata?
Based on the origins of stemmata (Buschbeck and Friedrich 2008) one can imagine that
many different fates for the design of the Photuris firefly larval visual system were possible.
What then, were the evolutionary constraints that persisted in retaining an eye in firefly larvae
that were more sophisticated than simple light detectors, yet failed to mediate activity behaviors
via detection of crude visual stimuli, such as light intensity. Firefly stemmata had multiple
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instances of structural/functional complexity: (i) Stemmata were composed of a bi-lobed
structure where each lobe contained its own rhabdom (Figs. 2.2, 2.4-2.8) (ii) Rhabdoms were
separated by screening pigment which can be inferred to provide directional sensitivity to each
lobe (Land and Nilsson 2012) (iii) Each rhabdom was large, taking up the majority of space in
each lobe (this is distinct from many other visual systems in both larvae and adults (Land 1999;
Liu and Friedrich 2004a; Borst 2009)) (iv) The number of photoreceptors (88) in the eye were
well above the canonical expectation for beetles (~48) (Paulus 2000a) (Fig. 2.3) (v) The
stemmata were functional, i.e., stemmata responded to visual cues over a broad spectrum of
wavelengths (Fig. 4.1) and (vi) stemmata likely contained more than one population of spectrally
distinct visual pigments (Figs. 4.2,4.3). These attributes may play a role during two known
domains of behavior in firefly larvae: locomotion and bioluminescence.
Locomotion
During locomotion, firefly larvae, like many insects, pivot their head horizontally from
side to side, characterized by terms like ‘scanning’ or ‘head sweeps’ (Buschbeck et al. 2007b;
Justice et al. 2012). This behavior is used by many larvae because it increases their field of view,
compensating for restricted visual fields of the narrow/small stemmata (Kral 2003). While larvae
may use an extraocular mechanism for detecting ambient light intensity levels driving activity,
might the larva use visual cues from head scanning behavior to facilitate navigation?
To test for this, larvae can be positioned in an arena with a fine layer of soil enough to
simulate a dirt environment but not enough for the animal to engage in burrowing behaviors. An
overhead light source can be positioned to illuminate the entire arena. Located within the arena
would be ‘dark areas’, created by incorporating external objects to shield the underlying surface
of the arena from illumination. This would create an environment with location specific dark
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areas, while the rest of the arena would be illuminated, a state in which larval activity would
decrease. By removing their ability to burrow to escape light, I would expect larvae to show a
preference for the dark areas. This could be mediated in multiple ways. One method would be a
random walk, where the larva relies on their extraocular light detection mechanism. During
ambulation, if the larva should find the dark area I would expect locomotion to cease. Another
way larvae could find the dark areas of the arena would be to rely on the visual system to
specifically locomote towards dark areas. If the eyes are regulating this behavior, then control
larvae would find the dark areas in less time and presumably, more direct, i.e., straight line paths
and less ‘random walk.’
Visually driven bioluminescence
Another potential behavioral role for the larval visual system in Photuris fireflies is
predator detection. It has been well documented that firefly larvae glow as a defense mechanism
(Branham and Wenzel 2001). But how do they know when to glow? Glowing in fireflies, both
larvae and adults, is under neural control (Carlson 1970). Photuris stemmata are consistent with
low light sensitivity and thus could be sensitive to the movement and or presence of predators at
night. Perhaps larvae use their visual system to detect predators, which then elicits downstream
activation of their bioluminescence behavior.
Concluding remarks
I found firefly larvae to be an intriguing system to study. This project involved three
distinct research areas: (i) A neuroethological study of the general design principles underlying a
sensory system and how that system accomplishes behavior(s) (ii) The evolutionary hierarchy of
stemmata based visual systems is extensive, yet, it has not been widely studied. This work,
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provides a foundation to explore where the Photuris firefly larval visual system fits,
evolutionarily, among other stemmata systems (iii) During metamorphosis, the firefly larval
visual system is replaced by the adult visual system. Inherently, this allows fireflies to serve as a
model for intra-organismal comparisons among the design, function and behavioral attributes of
the visual systems in firefly larvae and firefly adults.
Ultimately, this work, carried out on the Photuris firefly larval visual system, provides a
foundation for exploring how the visual system of firefly larvae functions to meet the ecological
needs of the animal.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1 This code was used to facilitate the stack differencing function within Fiji.
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Appendix B

Appendix B.1 Calibration curves for LEDs normalized to specific photodiode spectral responsivity (ams operating
characteristics datasheet). Each color corresponds to the diode wavelength within the visible spectrum

Appendix B.2 MeTrue meter recording of spectral composition of selected LEDs used in Chapter IV. The color of
each curve reflects the emission color of the LED in the visible spectrum. Peak values (nm) are indicated above each
response curve. Responses are normalized (relative) to the maximum intensity value recorded within each
wavelength. The relative response does not indicate the actual light intensity value
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Appendix B.3 Brief Review of Insect Phototransduction
Vision, requires conversion of light energy (photons) to electrical energy (neural signals) in a
process known as phototransduction. In invertebrates, photons entering the eye through the lens
are subsequently funneled into rhabdomeres, optical lightguides. A rhabdomere is a region
within the photoreceptor cell that consists of many repeating microvillar membranes. Each
microvillus is densely packed with visual pigments composed of two components; a light
sensitive chromophore and a covalently linked opsin protein (for a review on the structure of
invertebrate visual pigments see Gartner and Towner 1995).
Opsin proteins tend to be in their default configuration, the rhodopsin form (R-state). Upon
reception of a photon, the rhodopsin isomerizes into a transient intermediate metarhodopsin state
which precipitates phototransduction. The metarhodopsin state is rapidly bound by the arrestin
protein, which terminates the active form of the opsin, producing an inactive form of
metarhodopsin (M-state) (for a review on the mechanism of phototransduction in drosophila see,
Ranganathan et al. 1995; Montell 2012). Unique to invertebrates, the M-state opsin is
photosensitive, therefore it can bind another photon of a spectrally shifted compliment of
wavelengths and isomerize back into the R-state. The shifted absorption spectrum of the M-state
opsin can share sensitivity to the same wavelengths as the R-state, but has peak sensitivity to a
spectrally distinct wavelength (a summary of R/M state peak absorption sensitivity can be found
in Table 1 in this review, Stavenga et al. 2017). This is seen in photoreceptors of drosophila,
where blue sensitive rhodopsin converts to an orange sensing metarhodopsin (R480 ⟺ M580)
(Ostroy et al. 1974).
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Appendix C
Appendix C.1 Material and methods for figure 5-1:
Dextran-Texas Red
Stemmata and the intact optic nerve were removed from the Photuris firefly larval head
in 1X PBS. The optic nerve was severed caudal to the base of the eye and the cut end of the optic
nerve was incubated in the dark with 5mg/ml solution of Dextran-Texas Red in 1X PBS
(3000MW, Invitrogen) overnight in 4°C. Following incubation, samples were fixed in 4%
formaldehyde at room temperature for 1 hour and cover-slipped in VECTASHIELD mounting
media. All mounted samples were stored in the dark at 4°C. Images were acquired using a Leica
TCS SP8 confocal microscope.
Cobalt Chloride
Stemmata and the intact optic nerve were removed from the Photuris firefly larval head
in 1X PBS. The optic nerve was severed caudal to the base of the eye and the cut end of the optic
nerve was incubated overnight at 4°C in a solution of 5% cobalt-chloride. Following incubation,
the eye was washed in 1X PBS and incubated for 10 minutes in Ammonium Sulfide solution.
The tissue was subsequently washed and fixed in an acetic acid and ethanol custom fixative
(Carnoy’s solution). The tissue was dehydrated in ethanol washes and cleared in methyl
salicylate. Images were acquired by an Olympus DP26 camera and Olympus CellSens imaging
software.

Appendix C.2 Proposed location on the firefly larval head of the underlying extraocular photosensitive tissue.
Region on the firefly larval head that lacks pigmentation (red arrow), yet is entirely surrounded by pigmented
cuticle. White arrows indicate stemmata. mp = mouthparts; an = antenna; c = caudal; r = rostral. Scale = 150µm
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